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Abstract
There is a growing need for customised products and rapid prototyping technologies (like 3D
printing) on the market. This is also true in the Sheet Metal and Polymer Industry where green
and cheap solutions have high priority. The use of Numerical Control (NC) and computers in
manufacturing has enabled the development of new sheet forming processes. One of these
flexible processes, which can fulfil the above mentioned needs, is called Incremental Sheet
Forming (ISF) where a metal or polymer sheet is formed with a spherical or flat tool into the
final work piece by a series of small localised incremental deformations.
ISF is a prosperous forming technique since the end of the 20th century. Research projects are
still active in this topic to understand more deeply this flexible process and to reach the full
industrialisation of it. These investigations are mainly focusing on the one-side version of
ISF, however only the two side variants of this process could reach the ultimate flexibility.
So, the study and the improvement of ISF have been of considerable interest during the last
couple of years. The interest in these scientific investigations is because this process is
flexible (the geometry of the formed part can be changed by the control of the forming
machine without changing the tool) and enables higher formability as compared to
conventional sheet forming technologies. ISF is considered to be used only for small series
and Rapid Prototypes, but the applicability of this process has a wide range in the fields of the
automotive industry, aircraft industry, architectural engineering and medical aids
manufacturing. Despite research progresses in understanding the deformation mechanism in
ISF the process still needs a further optimisation to guarantee the reliability required for
industrial applications.
In this thesis work novel solutions in terms of one sided Incremental Forming / Single Point
Incremental Forming (SPIF) and Two Sided Incremental Sheet Forming (TSISF) - a special
case of Two Point Incremental Forming (TPIF) - are given. The scientific work is focusing on
experimental investigations regarding the control concept, the tool path control of TSISF and
new experimental equipment to the process. An in-process sheet thickness measurement
concept and prototype is presented with a calibration method and tool. Furthermore, some
new experimental results in terms of heat-assisted ISF of thermoplastic polymer sheets are
also documented. All these results are published in ranked international journals, in a book
chapter, in conference proceedings and in a granted European Patent.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Incremental Sheet forming (ISF)
Today, the most widely.used processes in industrial sheet.metal sector in order to produce
sheet metal components.are stamping and deep drawing.with large initial investment and
unique dies for each.part, which makes them inflexible.in the terms of a process, but
profitable for mass.production.
One of the early sheet.metal forming processes used at large scale.is spinning. This process is
suitable for the.manufacturing of rotational parts in low and.medium large series.
Today, Incremental.Sheet forming (ISF) or Asymmetric Incremental.Sheet Forming (AISF)
process is similar to.spinning [Leszak1967], [Berghahn1967], [Izeki1998].
On opposite.to metal spinning, where the sheet metal.is formed into an axial
symmetric part by.being turned on a lathe and being pressed.continually with a tool, in ISF
the sheet is clamped down.with a frame and formed with a.flat or spherical head forming tool.
In contrary to conventional.plastic deformation processes the.final shape of the part is not
determined by specific dies, .rather by the three-dimensional.movement of a forming tool, for
which an appropriate tool.path has to be established, based.on the part geometry.
ISF is claimed as an.improved technique of metal spinning - called.in early stages as Die-less
Sheet Forming (DSF) .- patented by Leszak [Leszak1967] or by.Berghahn [Berghahn1967].
The origin of this process.is unequivocal in the literature, but we.know for sure that the first
true die-less forming.experiments were carried out only decades.later [Maidagan2007].
A chronological background.of the technology of ISF is well.presented by Emmens et al.
[Emmens2010], but the fundamental.aspects of this process are.published in a review paper
by Jeswiet et al. [Jeswiet2005b]. .The sheet is formed into the.final geometry by a series of
small incremental deformations.(local bending and stretching) caused.by the forming tool.
The tool, with typical 6 mm to.20 mm diameter, indents into the sheet.by max. 1 mm at a time
and follows a tool path for.achieving the desired part.geometry.
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1.1.1 ISF variants: Single Point and Two Point Incremental Forming SPIF and TPIF
ISF can be grouped.into two main groups, depending on the.number of contact points between
sheet, tool and die. [Hirt2004]. The term Single Point Incremental.Forming (SPIF) is used
when the bottom contour.of the part is supported by a backing-/faceplate. In.SPIF the forming
tool is pressing contours.from the outside inwards, moving the inner.flat area of the blank
gradually.downwards.
The CNC control of the forming.tool is based on the tool path.selection, but the number of
variants may be limited by the.CAM program used for tool.path calculations. Suitable tool
paths for SPIF are documented.by Jadhav et al. [Jadhav2003], but.some new approaches are
competitive solutions, like the.feature-based tool path generation.algorithm of Lu et al.
[Lu2013].
The term Two Point Incremental.Forming (TPIF) is used when a full.or partial die is present
to support the sheet, with a.downward movement of the blank.holder [Powell1992], as
described in the work of Hirt.et al. [Hirt2004].
The blank holder is moving.downwards with the forming tool or the.die is moving upwards
while the forming tool is.pressing the sheet on it (see Figure 1.1 with.different alignments).

Figure 1.1: (a) vertical SPIF, (b) horizontal TPIF with 1: stationary blank holder (BH), 2: moving BH,
3: forming tool, 4: backing- /faceplate, 5: stationary/moving, full/partial die

Negative dies.can also be used in TPIF with the same tool path control.like in SPIF (contours
from the outside.inwards). The main difference between SPIF and.TPIF is the forming
accuracy. TPIF.is more accurate but needs a partial or full.support (depending on the
geometry), making.it more expensive.
A special TPIF variant.is the two-sided Incremental Sheet Forming.or fully kinematic ISF
(with supporting tool) [Tekkaya2012], .which is more flexible.but needs synchronised
forming tools.
2

The incremental forming is carried.out regularly by a 3-Axis CNC.machine tool or by a Robot
[Callegari2006], which follows a.path generated by CAM programs. It.is also possible to
make a distinction between robot.assisted ISF by pressing (RAIFP) and.robot assisted ISF by
hammering. (RAIFH) ([Schafer2005], [Vihtonen2008]).

1.1.2 ISF process parameters
ISF forming.limits are higher than those of stamping or deep-drawing.and are dependent on
the following.process parameters.[Bambach2003]:
1)

Material.and initial thickness of.the sheet

2)

Material.and geometry of the forming.tool

3)

Geometry.of the part

4)

Step.depth

5)

Tool.path

The influence.of these parameters on each other and on.the final product is clearly
summarised in. [Hirt2004]. For example, sheet formability.decreases with increasing step
depth; this is also.important when optimising tool.paths. However, only the last two
parameters can be used for the process control.
Articles are dealing.with the generation of Tool Paths for.ISF ([Jie2004],
[Tekkaya2007],

[Skjoedt2007])

or

with.the

optimisation

of.it

([Attanasio2006],

[Attanasio2008], [Rauch2009]) but they are.mainly focusing on conventional.SPIF or TPIF.
L. Jie et al. in [Jie2004] use the normal.vectors of triangle facets with slicing.of a STL
(STereoLithography) model to make Z-level tool paths. .A. E. Tekkaya et al. [Tekkaya2007]
developed.a correction module based on a.CATIA/Unigraphics CAM module, determining
an.offset depending on the work-piece geometry, .while M. Skjoedt et al. [Skjoedt2007]
created a.program to convert profile-milling code.into a helical Tool.Path.
Rapid prototypes are already.made for the automotive and aircraft.industry but there are also
good perspectives for medical.aids manufacturing and architectural.design. These prototypes
are generally.made in the course of different research investigations.but there are some SMEs
and research.centres where parts can be ordered and then produced.within days or weeks
(depending on the.complexity of the part). Another application field.could be the repair of
automotive body parts.of Old Timers and handmade.special cars [PC-Kovacs2013].
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2 ISF Strategies and process control
This chapter.gives an overview of the process strategies and.process control methods applied
in the field of.Incremental Sheet Forming. A new adaptive control.algorithm is introduced to
decrease the.number of necessary trials of sheet-forming and a novel approach is given to
present ISF as a manufacturing.service in a Cloud infrastructure.

2.1 SPIF Process Strategies and process control
There are different.tool path process strategies to achieve.adequate result in SPIF;


z-level is the.most common strategy used in.commercial CAM programs,



spiral tool paths.are suitable to get a smooth.surface quality,



bi-directional.strategy is used to minimise the.twisting phenomena,



compensation of the.tool path are mostly used.to overcome spring-back,



multi stage / multi pass.forming [Kitazawa1999] is the.only method to achieve draw
angles.above 75° (an observed forming limit in SPIF).

2.1.1 Tool path control in SPIF
Tool path optimization.in TPIF [Attanasio2006], [Attanasio2008] and.SPIF [Azaouzi2012],
[Rauch2009] is very.important because sheet thinning [VanBael2005] occurs.during the
forming process. Based.on a geometrical model of the kinematics of.ISF, the degree of
thinning can be predicted.with sufficient accuracy [Bambach2010]. However, .in the case of
anisotropic materials with.localised material flaws, it is better to use an on-line.measurement
method during forming. Some.reaction force trend-based.[Ambrogio2006], [Rauch2009]
measurement methods have been.used to measure localised thinning.of the sheets indirectly
during forming, but only two.direct methods are mentioned in.literature [Dejardin2010], [PCPaniti2011]. The only drawback.with these set-ups is that they measure.the sheet thickness
axially to the forming tool and.not close enough to the deformation zone.where the sheet
thinning actually occurs. SPIF experiments.showed that the "fracture always occurred.at a
previously generated shear band closest to.the current position of the tool" [Malhotra2012].
From.this, it follows that the simplest.implementation of Hall-effect sensor-based online.thickness measurement device would be.an ISF tool with an iron ball head [Leszak1967].
The.Hall-effect sensor and the magnet can be.placed on the opposite side of the sheet.
During.forming, the magnet and.sensor (bonded to the magnet) are carried with.the forming
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tool. This enables an appropriate.adaptive control to be used to bypass fracturing.due to
localised thinning. However, the.question remains open: what type of.adaptive control should
be applied.

2.1.2 A new adaptive control algorithm targeting shape equivalent forming
Separating the.measurement principle from the control algorithm, two.simple on-line methods
can be found.in [Rauch2009]. In the experiments documented.in [Ambrogio2006], it was
necessary to stop.the machine every time when the forming parameters.were altered (in the
case mentioned, it is only.the diameter of the forming.tool).
The two methods.are the following:
(A) "Tool path.adaptation by modifying the tool jog" - this means a "modification.of the tool
height between.two successive control points of the tool.paths". [Rauch2009]
(B) "Tool path.modification by using a clearance routine" - this means "as.soon as the tool
load estimation.overtakes a pre-set value, the forming NC program.calls the clearance
subroutine" which.performs a retract movement along the.tool axis. [Rauch2009]
A drawback of these.methods is that with method (A), "the final.accuracy can be affected by
tool jog variations.if several tool path adaptations are.needed during the process"
[Rauch2009] and.with Method (B), that the user-defined movement.of the tool causes local
surface roughness.because the tool contact and thus also the continuous.forming of the sheet
is.changed.
In [Attanasio2006], experiments.showed that, for instance, "it is important to use.a tool-path
with a variable step depth" and.define the maximum step depth (0.2 mm) .and scallop height
to a low value (0.02 mm). This.increases accuracy but unfortunately also.the process time,
thus leading to ineffective.production.
A compromise can be.made by using an on-line thickness.measurement with a simple
adaptive control algorithm, .which changes the step depth to a.lower value at the position
where the contour changes.to a deeper level.
To guarantee the same final.depth and shape of the product as with.the initial step depth, more
tool paths based on the.same geometry but with different.step depth are needed.
Figure 2.1 illustrates.two tool paths with different step depths and.shows an example where a

change in tool path.can be made.
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the tool path changing process

Should the actual.sheet thickness be higher than the pre-set.critical value, the control can
switch to a higher.step depth (with a higher forming.speed).
Before changing.the tool path, the actual positions have to be saved. This.is essential in order
to calculate the.position where the machine control has to jump to.the other tool path.
The advantages of.the adaptive control algorithm are listed.below:
It can be used with.all the sensors documented in this field to.prevent fracturing.
It can be applied to.different tool paths, e.g. spiral tool paths in case.a smoothing movement is
executed before the.tool path change.
It can also be applied to.simple controllers where a jump to a.certain position of a different
program is not permitted. In.this case, the tool path has to be split into.several parts. One part
of the program corresponds.to one contour.

2.1.3 ISF and cloud manufacturing
ISF as a service.can easily be connected to a modern IT infrastructure, .like a Manufacturing
Cloud [Meier2010] provided.all the parameters required are.known. As a rule, service
parameters, such as specification.limits (working area and payload of the.machine) and units
of characteristics, are specified.manually by the engineers concerned. The.integration concept
and the ability to use a material.database for filtering possible ISF.service providers [PCPaniti2012], [PJ-Paniti2014c] is.described in Appendix A: Integration of ISF into cloud
manufacturing.
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2.2 TPIF Process Strategies and process control
This subchapter gives.an overview of the recent inventions in the field of fully kinematic ISF
processes, describes.novel Two-Sided ISF solutions and a tool path calculation approach,
based on a recently patented.system of the author. In the following the different types of the
two-sided ISF (TSISF) will.be discusses, the tool path calculation approaches for the process
and the novel solution of.TSISF with a particular example. Furthermore, experimental results,
numerical simulations of the.process, and a tool path calculation approach of the suggested
system is also.presented. Chapter 2.2.2 discusses a min. 3+3 DOF synchronised TSISF
system, Chapter 2.2.5 presents a patented variant of a min. 4 DOF TSISF system, while
Chapter 2.2.6 deals with the realisation of a variant of the patented system with eccentric
forming tool.

2.2.1 TSISF systems
In the previous decades.a development of flexible forming.technologies (particularly in ISF)
could be observed which.manifested itself in a number of.patents and research projects
[Emmens2010], especially.in Europe, in Japan and in the.United States.
By analysing the main.variants of ISF, it can be seen that.SPIF has several limitations
compared to the two-sided.ISF; for example it needs a face-/backing.plate, and the forming of
convex and concave parts.on the same sheet is only feasible if the.blank holder is released.
A process with one controller.for two synchronised forming tools, with.at least three degrees
of freedom, corresponding to.movements according to axes X, Y and.Z, can be found in the
patented solution of Rodriguez.Gutierrez et.al. (TECNALIA) [Rodriguez2006].
A prototype of this invention, based.on a parallel kinematic.machine (PKM) and a coordinate
table, can be.seen in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Two-sided Incremental Forming machine of TECNALIA from (a) PKM side and from
(b) coordinate table side
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This variant is also.characterised in that it comprises the continuous.detection of the stresses
on the sheet due to the.movement of the forming tools and the.actuation on the means of
fastening to alter the gripping.force thereof, according to the.stresses detected.
In the year of 2012, Carl Frederick.Johnson et al. patented a.similar method and system in
Ford Global.Technologies [Johnson2012]. Figure 2.3 shows a side.view of an exemplary
system which can be identified.with the set-up of the Ford Freeform.Fabrication Technology
(F3T).

Figure 2.3: Side view of Ford‟s patent variant [Johnson2012]

This process variant, .like in [Shima1997] is an obvious extension.of TPIF. However, a
synchronised control.needs additional sensors and is expensive. A.set-up, so-called
"Dyna(mic)-Die" has.been suggested by Franzen et al. [Franzen2008b] but.it is restricted to
rotational symmetric.motions and needs a synchronised control, .too.
According to Yongjun Wang.et al. [Yongjun2008] Double Sided.Incremental Forming (DSIF)
requires two forming tools.opposing one another and moving.simultaneously on both sides of
a sheet metal. The device.consists of a C frame mounted.on the spindle saddle of a CNC
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machine and the tool heads are.mounted on the top and bottom.bases of the C frame. The
drawback in this case is that.a C-frame mounted on the spindle.saddle of a CNC machine is
limiting the workspace and.therefor the freedom of the.forming.
The main problem with the previously.mentioned devices is that the.movement of the lower
tool may be influenced by.the forces acting on the arm holding the.tool and the desired
accuracy of the forming may.not always be achieved. The load on the.mount frame or other
means holding the forming.tools may be more, than 1 kN (depending.on the desired
geometry, the.material and the thickness of the sheet), and it.is rather difficult to keep the
exact position.of the tools.
Therefore, the object.of the present work is to eliminate the above.drawback and to provide a
device for two sided.incremental sheet forming, which can ensure.an accurate forming of
sheet materials by.stabilised and reliable guiding of the forming.tools [PP-Paniti2012].

2.2.2 Forming strategies in TSISF
Forming experiments.on the prototype of TECNALIA showed.that the system allows two
main forming.strategies (see Figure 2.4) for the manufacturing.of sheet metal parts.
Furthermore, the.moving local support of the second tool gives.better results in terms of
formability [PJ-Tisza2010].
In the case of ―strategy.A: peripheral support‖ the second tool acts as.a backing plate, moving
synchronised with the.first tool, but it does not leave the first contour.level of the supporting
tool path. In the case.of ―strategy B: local support‖ the second tool.moves synchronised with
the forming tool, but.ensuring continuous local support at each.tool path level.

Figure 2.4: (a) “strategy A: peripheral support”, (b) “strategy B: local support” where 1: forming tool,
2: supporting tool

The thinning of the.sheet in ISF is usually estimated (with a.raw approximation) by means of
the sine-law (2.1), originated.from the metal spinning.process [Avitzur1960];
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t  t0 sin90   

(2.1)

In (2.1) the parameter t0 is.the initial thickness of the sheet.and β is the wall/draw angle,
defining the angle between.the un-deformed and the deformed.part of the sheet.
Maidagan et.al. [Maidagan2007] defined the tool configuration for the forming.strategy with
local.support (see Figure 2.5) and created the.equation (2.2).

Figure 2.5: Tool configuration for the forming strategy with local support

S = F + 2R T + t 

n
n

(2.2)

where
TCPXS 


S = TCPYS 
TCPZS 


,
TCPXF 


F = TCPYF 
TCPZF 



and

n X 
n   nY 
 nZ 
.
As it is clear, .here (in Figure 2.5) the y coordinates are not.manipulated. The normal vector n
can be calculated.from a generic tool path, which contains the.Tool Centre Point and the
contact.point.
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We in [PJ-Paniti2010] adapted.the equation (2.2) to simple.rotational symmetric parts and
defined the following.equation (2.3) for the forming strategy.with peripheral support;

F R
TCPX r 

R
(2.3)
S = TCPYF 
r

S
 TCPZ 


S
where TCPZ is.calculated only for the first level of the forming. The.parameter r is the radius

of the last tool.path contour of the forming (master) tool, while R is the.radius of the first tool
path contour.of the supporting.tool (see Figure 2.6).

Figure 2.6: Tool paths with peripheral support in case of rotational symmetric parts

The same forming.strategies were applied by Meier et.al. [Meier2009], [Meier2011] with two
synchronised industrial.robots (see Figure 2.7 and Figure 2.8), like.in a previous European
Patent [Tuominen2005] which.discloses various configurations, including.the use of two
robots which needs.synchronised control.
Independently they.also observed better results with the ―strategy.B: local support‖; however
their names for the.abovementioned strategies were given as "duplex.incremental forming
with peripheral support" (DPIF-P) and."duplex incremental forming.with local support"
(DPIF-L) respectively [Meier2011].
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Figure 2.7: Two-sided Incremental Forming with synchronised KUKA robots [roboformingKUKA]

Figure 2.8: Two-sided Incremental Forming with synchronised ABB robots [roboformingABB]

Meier et al. [Meier2011] extended.the analytical model.of Silva et al. [Silva2008a] (see
detailed description in.Chapter 3.3.1) for rotational symmetric.SPIF with the so called
―superimposed pressure‖ induced.by the supporting tool to.analyse the influence of the
parameters in forming.strategy ―B‖ with local support. They.found that superimposed
pressure increases the formability.in case an optimal supporting.contact position (see Figure
2.9) and optimal force is.applied. However, the precision of the.optimised position was ±1.5

mm [Meier2011].
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Figure 2.9: Contact position of the Supporting Tool (ST) in the localised plastic zone, where FT: Forming
Tool, α: shifting angle of the ST, αmax: maximum shifting angle of the ST,
t: sheet thickness of the deformed sheet, t0: initial sheet thickness [roboformingKUKA]

They introduced a.shifting angle α and highlighted that the.relative position of the ST to the
FT can be varied.over the idealised two dimensional forming gap. At.an angle α of 0° the two
tools are coaxial and.facing opposite to each other, like in case.of [Yongjun2008]. The
maximum shifting.angle α is limited by the actual draw angle, so.that the force is induced
normal to the.surface.
Their experiments.showed that a higher angle α leads to an.unwanted deformation of the sheet
and "the applied force.always acts in the direction of the connecting.line between both tool
centre points" [Meier2011]. Experiments.were carried out on an.aluminium alloy sheet
(AlMn99.8) with an.optimal shifting angel α=30° and optimal contact.force equal to 300 N.
Similar results can be.reached with the presented solution in this.chapter, but in contrary to
the competitive variants.this system does not need to synchronise.a second robot, only one
extra.actuator.

2.2.3 Forming experiments on a TSISF system
In the experimental.forming, the milling machine-based TSISF.of TECNALIA (see Figure 2.2)
was applied. In the.experiments, a new principle was used, which.is similar to robotic sheet
metal forming [PC-Paniti2008]. The.control system for the.parallel kinematics milling
machine (PKM) was an.industrial FAGOR 8070 CNC controller. It.can handle 28 axes
(interpolated simultaneously) and.4 spindles. Four execution channels.allow executing four
different machining.operations in synchronisation. The disadvantages.of this industrial control
are that it is not suitable.for adaptive control and the tool path must.be pre-calculated. The
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tool path of the forming.tool is programmed using CATIA CAM.software intended for
surface milling. The complex.supporting tool path generation is solved.with a C++ program.
The output of this program.can be in CATIA file format (for a simple.visual validation) or in
NC.code.
Parameters of the forming experiments
The experimental.parameters applied in the two forming strategies are.summarised in Table
2.1. During the.experiments deep-drawing oil for high pressure application.was used on both
sides of the sheet. Due.to some technical limitations, in our experiments.only the forming tool
was.rotating.
Table 2.1: Experimental parameters

Forming speed:

3000 mm/min

Pitch:

0.5 mm

Material:

Al 1050

Sheet thickness:

0.6 mm

Forming Strategy:

Strategy ―B‖ with local- / ―A‖ with peripheral support

Tool Diameter:

10 mm

Experimental results
Two sets of experiments.were performed with the two different.forming strategies (―A‖ and
―B‖). A pre-defined final.depth of 100 mm was set with the outer.diameter D = 380 mm, and
the wall.angle α = 45.
Results with the forming strategies “A” and “B”
Applying the.forming strategy ―A‖ (peripheral support), the bottom.of the truncated cone was
broken before.reaching the predefined final depth of 100 mm, as.shown in Figure 2.10. This
crack is characteristic.for this type of.forming [Micari2006].
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Figure 2.10: Forming failure with the forming strategy “A” (peripheral support)

Successful forming.resulted good quality part applying the.forming strategy ―B‖ (local
support) however, the.supporting tool lost the contact after 42.cycles (20 mm depth) as shown
in.Figure 2.11.

Figure 2.11: Forming

result with and without supporting tool contact
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2.2.4 Experimental results with optical strain measurement
During the forming.experiments various parameters were.investigated. Here the experimental
results mainly focusing.on the deformation process particularly.on wall thickness changes.
For the investigation of.the deformation state of the formed.parts the AutoGrid [AutoGrid]
optical strain measurement.system was applied. Before the.experiments a square grid was
prepared on the blank. The.deformed grid can be seen on the formed.truncated cone as shown
in.Figure 2.12.

Figure 2.12: The formed part with the deformed grid

In Figure 2.13 the.3D image of the deformed grid.can be seen.

Figure 2.13: The image of 3D deformed grid
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Figure 2.14: The variation of the true major strain along the formed part

The distribution of.the principal strain components (ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ3) along the section.illustrated by
the section.plane (see Figure 2.14.) is shown in Figure 2.15.

Figure 2.15: Distribution of the true strain components along the section plain shown in Fig. 2.17
[PJ-Tisza2010]
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Similar figures can be.obtained for the sheet thickness changes as.shown in Figure 2.16. In
Figure 2.17, the sheet.thickness variation along the section plane shown.in Figure 2.16. can be

seen.

Figure 2.16: Sheet thickness variation on the formed part

Since, the original.blank sheet thickness was t0 = 0.6 mm, it can be.seen from Figure 2.17, that
significant wall.thickness reduction occurred along the.conical surface. The lowest
measured.thickness was about.0.329 mm.

Figure 2.17: Sheet thickness variation along the section plane shown in Figure 2.19
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FEM modelling
A 3D FEM model was.created in MARC to study the deformation.state of the process
performed experimentally. The.same geometric and tool parameters.were applied as described
in the experiments. The.stress-strain relationship for the material Al 1050.was used with the
well-known power law (σ=111ε0.14). To.reduce the lengthy solution time.rigid tool materials
were.considered.

2.2.5 Description of the new TSISF system
The blank holder is.mounted on support rods standing on a base.plate. The upper forming tool
is moved in X, Y and Z.directions, according to the programmed tool.path. The lower forming
tool is copying the X and Y.motion of the upper forming tool. This.motion is realised with a
mechanical movement copying.device (MMCD), but differently.from conventional solutions
like in [Yongjun2008], the lower.forming tool has a motion in Z.direction not together with
the copying device but using.some linear actuator (mechanic, pneumatic, .hydraulic, electrical
or the combination of.those).
This linear actuator is fixed.on a transfer unit, which holds the lower.forming tool at standard
height with respect to the base.plate. The transfer unit in its simplest.solution has two degrees
of freedom, corresponding.to movements according to axes X.and Y, on a base plate.
The reaction force in the.Z direction acting on the lower forming.tool and consequently on the
linear actuator from the.pressing of the sheet is transferred to.the base plate through the
transfer.unit.
The moving device is.preferably passive motion equipment and.allows free motion in the X-Y
plane, and can stabilise.the movement of it. A stabiliser may.be constructed according to
provide e.g. two rotational.motions (see Figure 2.18 b), one rotation and.one translation motion
(Figure 2.18 c) or translation.motion in X and Y.direction (see Figure 2.19 a).
The lower forming tool.mounting can be stiff, compliant, or.regulated. According to a
preferred set-up, there is a.link mechanism or a lever transmission.between the base plate and
the transfer.unit.
The MMCD may be.a mount frame, having a C, O or U shape, or.may be a spindle-gear or a
belt-pulley slide.mechanism.
To better understand.the system characteristics, according to.preferred practical set-ups
thereof, there is a set.of illustrative drawings below (see Figure 2.18 and Figure 2.19) to.the
detailed.description.
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Figure 2.18: Variants of the TSISF device for small dimensions (a: without stabiliser mechanism, b: with a
rotational stabiliser mechanism, c: with a rotational and translational stabiliser mechanism).

Figure 2.19: Variants of the TSISF device for large dimensions (a: with linear slides, b: with spindle-gear
movement transmission elements, c: with belt-pulley slide mechanism)

This TSISF system.enables safe and exact movement of the forming.tools without applying
sophisticated and.expensive constructions. The system elements.for moving the lower
forming tool on the.surface of the base plate, e.g. a transfer unit with.rolling balls eliminates
the non-desired.movement of the forming tools in the direction of.the load. The system can
easily be mounted and.dismounted, and therefore it is especially.applicable for producing
pieces with complex part.geometry even in small series [PP-Paniti2012]. The.proposed TSISF
system can be applied as an.external axis in some 4D milling machine centres.and in robotic
cells, .too.

2.2.6 Realisation of the TSISF system with linear slides and force control
In order to test a.selected variant of the TSISF system a design development.had to be made.
Figure 2.20 shows the.CAD model of a set-up, similar to the variant.presented in Figure 2.19(a).
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Figure 2.20: 3D model of the set-up with a Fanuc S430iF type industrial robot

The form of the.C-frame is designed to secure the linear actuator.against radial forces. FEM
simulations have.been made in ANSYS with radial forces up to 600.N (see Figure 2.21) based
on previous forming.experiments (SPIF of 5 mm thick polyethylene sheets) to.validate the
C-frame.design.

Figure 2.21: FEM simulation of the C-frame
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Results of the FEM.simulation showed tolerable stresses below 87 MPa in.the rib elements.
The C-frame is mounted.on a FANUC S430iF type industrial robot‘s 5th axis. The.movement
of the upper forming.tool (which preferred to be mounted eccentric to the axis.of the 6th joint
of the robot) is realised.with a FANUC R-J3 controller. The eccentric.mounting allows the
realisation of the optimal.contact position discussed in.chapter 2.1.
Both forming tools are.mounted on a CLS1000 type measurement.cell to give a force
feedback to the TSISF.control and to ensure an optimal contact force. In this.case only the
highest component (z) of.the reaction force is measured. The linear motion.of the lower
forming tool is realised.with a BSA 20 type ball screw linear actuator with.rotational encoder.
High level motion commands.are sent from the R-J3 controller to the robot and.to the linear
actuator, .too.
Figure 2.22 shows the realised TSISF prototype, while Figure 2.23 shows an illustration of
the forming from the upper forming tool side.

Figure 2.22: Picture of the realised prototype with
the FANUC S430iF type robot [PC-Paniti2014]

Figure 2.23: Illustration of the forming from upper
forming tool side [PC-Paniti2014]
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Figure 2.24 shows an illustration of the forming with the realised TSISF prototype from the
lower forming tool side.

Figure 2.24: Illustration of the forming from lower forming tool side [PC-Paniti2014]

Tool path calculation approach for concave and convex surfaces without releasing the
blank holder
In case an eccentric upper.tool is applied in TSISF, the following tool path.calculation method
is.proposed;
When the eccentric tool (mounted on the machine) is acting as forming tool, while the
supporting tool on the linear actuator is force controlled:
1. Calculate.generic tool path GTP(X, Y, Z, I, J, K) of.the part as in SPIF
(I, J, K values.are coordinates of the contact.point).
2. Calculate.supporting points with.equation (2.2).
3. Replace Z.coordinates in (2.2) from GTP for eccentric.tool path.
4. Calculate.rotational angle γ of the last joint based on.the following coordinates:

TCPXF , TCPYF , TCPXS , TCPYS .
5. Solve inverse.kinematics problem.
6. Replace the.joint position value of the last.joint to γ.
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When the eccentric tool (mounted on the machine) is acting as supporting tool, the Zcoordinate of it is force controlled and the linear actuator is acting as forming tool:
1. Calculate generic.tool path GTP(X, Y, Z, I, J, K) of the.part as in SPIF
(I, J, K values are.coordinates of the contact.point).
2. Recalculate Z for.linear actuator, based on starting position.of the actuator.
3. Calculate supporting.points with equation (2.2).
4. Calculate rotational.angle γ of the last joint based on the.following coordinates:

TCPXF , TCPYF , TCPXS , TCPYS .
5. Solve.inverse kinematics problem.
6. Replace the.joint position value of the last.joint to γ.
The inverse kinematics.problem can be solved with conventional.methods (numerically,
simulated) or directly by.the recording of the joint positions during.a test execution of the
GTP without forming.the sheet. The eccentricity of the upper forming.tool is pre-defined by
equation (2.2). In case.the part geometry contains more than one.wall angel, the eccentricity
have to be adjusted.to it.
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2.2.7 Experimental results
Experiments have been carried.out on a TSISF prototype and on a.robotic cell to compare the
results with a simplified.SPIF. Both set-ups excluded the use of a.backing plate. The TSISF
prototype formed a truncated.cone (see geometry in Figure 2.25 with wall angle β=45°, 100
mm depth and 190 mm cone radius) while.the robotic cell created a truncated pyramid
(see.geometry in Figure 2.26 with wall angle β=45°, 100 mm depth and 440 mm side length).

Figure 2.25: Truncated cone geometry with wall angle β=45° in CATIA

Figure 2.26: Truncated pyramid geometry with wall angle β=45° in SolidWorks
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Figure 2.27 and Figure 2.28 show.the results of the TSISF.experiment, while Figure 2.29 and
Figure 2.30 represent the.results of the simplified SPIF.process.

Figure 2.27: Final part made with TSISF

Figure 2.28: Peripheral area on the final part made with TSISF

3D measurement results of this part can be found in [PW-Paniti2014] and on the enclosed
CD.
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Figure 2.29: Final part made with SPIF

Figure 2.30: Peripheral area on the final part made with SPIF with unwanted deflection

No deflection can be.seen at the peripheral area on the final part.made with TSISF contrary to
SPIF where unwanted.deflection can be monitored.

2.2.8 Real-time control system architecture for TSISF
In order to change the.position of the supporting tool in a.high-speed process, a real-time
control system is needed. This.task included a high degree of.independence on levels varying
from organisation to.implementation. A suitable coupled control is.needed to modify the tool
path of the supporting.tool in real-time. Another task is.to realise a Real-Time (RT)
communication (for.feedback) between 2 control.systems.
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The Enhanced Machine Controller version 2 (EMC2) - Linuxcnc
It is an open source.PC program running on Linux operating.systems. In the tests a 2.6.15
Linux kernel with.Real-Time extensions was used. There are.strict timing constraints for
essential parts. EMC2 uses.a Real-Time Application Interface (RTAI) .with several Modules
and with a Graphical User.Interface (GUI) for motion commands.interpretation (Figure 2.31).
Communication is solved.through Neutral Messaging Language (NML) .channels, except for
the Hardware Abstraction.Layer (HAL) which allows a number.of ―building blocks‖ to be
loaded and interconnected.to assemble a complicated.system.

Figure 2.31: The EMC2 Modularity

The coupled control.(CC) is an ―actuator control‖ for the lower tool.to achieve high accuracy
of a synchronised.movement. There were two possibilities (Figure 2.32) for.a Real-Time
intervention. Either.before EMC motion control module (MOTMOD) or.after it;
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Figure 2.32: Possible connections of the coupled control

In both cases the.position of the upper tool has to be given to the lower tool.control in RT.
Real-Time communication of two controllers
A communication module.had been developed, which uses the.network through a protocol
called RTnet (Real-time.Ethernet).
RTnet is a purely software-based.open source framework for.exchanging data under hard realtime constraints [RTnet]. RTnet.can be implemented with the hard.real-time extension RTAI
and used for RT data.communication (Figure 2.33) between.several computers.

Figure 2.33: Typical Network set-up topology with RTnet [RTnet]
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Figure 2.34: A possible network set-up topology for TSISF [PC-Paniti2007]

Figure 2.34 and Figure 2.35 shows.the set-up of our environment.using one PC for remote

control, and two PC‘s with RT.connection for tool control (one for.the forming tool and one
for the supporting tool). The.remote PC is only for giving.simple commands and for
monitoring (with a dual GUI), the.RT execution is done on the.other two computers [PCPaniti2007].

Figure 2.35: A possible test environment of TSISF [PC-Paniti2007]

2.2.9 CAD API based tool path control for TSISF
This subchapter presents.a CAD-based approach for TSISF. This is.established through the
development of a.program that allows a 3D model to be created.with the use of a CAD
Application Programming.Interface (API) and an offline Supporting.Tool Path calculator
based on a commercial CAM.program‘s output. An approach will be.introduced how to apply
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parameterisations in the same.model by utilizing the CAD API to.overcome problems of a
commercial post-processor and.how to calculate supporting Tool paths for.different forming
strategies.
Tool path calculations and forming strategies
The forming tool.path is processed with the CATIA CAM.post-processor for surface
milling. This CAM.program supports Z-level calculations for 5 axis.milling machines so the
normal vector at each.contact point can be used to calculate the supporting.tool path. This is
done by a ‗home made‘ offline.path calculator based on the.forming tool path.
Forming tests were.carried out after several simulations with.two forming strategies
(strategy ‗A‘ and ‗B‘ with.constant step depth) on a truncated cone.with different wall angles.
Results of Tool Path calculations and forming
The tool path.calculation time depends on the computer.resources (CPU, memory
etc.), the complexity.of the part and the number of the contact.points. The CATIA CAM
program is using linear.spline interpolation; so the sum of the points.can be a huge number in
some cases. Figure 2.36 shows.the result of a simple truncated.cone‘s tool path calculation
with.strategy ‗B‘.

Figure 2.36: Screenshots of the tool paths in CATIA, strategy „B‟

TSISF increased the.flexibility of the conventional ISF and.with multi stage forming
[Kitazawa1999], where the.final shape is created with more than one.NC programs, higher
formability can be.realised. Figure 2.37 shows a part manufactured.incrementally with multi
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stage TSISF (second stage.is realised without supporting tool.contact, which results the
deflection of the sheet at the.peripheral area). Multi stage ISF is a.common method to achieve
wall angles.up to 90°.

Figure 2.37: Photo of multi stage TSISF [Tecnalia]

The problem of some commercial post-processors
In some cases the post-processor‘s.forming tool path generation.cannot be used with strategy
‗A‘ because the result of the.linear interpolation is not sufficient in.connection with accuracy
and control. The number of.contact points decreases with the increase.of the forming depth,
more precisely with the.decrease of the circumference. This means at.the first Z-level that the
number of generated points.is always higher than it is on the last Z-level. In.most of the cases
this leads to asynchronous.movement of the two forming tools and.to unwanted sheet
deformation.
One solution is to use other.post-processors, the other one is to increase.the contact points
with a ‗controlled‘ 3D.model.
CAD API for parameterised 3D model building
The Application.Programming Interface of commercial.CAD programs gives the
ability, to every user, to.develop their own applications. These.are highly capable of
enhancing certain parts.of the work with the software, its level.of customisation, and
efficiency of usage, without a.deep programming knowledge. SolidWorks.is a user-friendly
CAD application in this.field and it is also a product.of Dassault Sytémes like CATIA.
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Moreover the necessary.program the Visual Basic for Applications.can be found in the install
package. These were some.of the main reasons why the.SolidWorks API was chosen to
overcome the problem.mentioned above.
A novel method.was presented by Hussain and.Gao ([Hussain2007a], [Hussain2007b])
to test the thinning limits.of sheet metals in negative incremental.forming. The CAD API is
able

to

build

predefined.parameterised

models

mentioned.by

Hussain

and

Gao

[Hussain2007a].
The program was.designed to create approximations of.parts with circular cross
section in order to test the.thinning limits in TSISF. The accuracy.of the approximation can
be controlled via the.number of sides, which means, that a polygon.with the number of sides
is used instead of.the cross sectional circle. The approximation.of the ‗generatrix‘ is based on
the curve length, in.such a way, that the relative difference between.the length of chain of
lines and of the.length of the curve is minimum the same as the.relative difference in the cross
section. The thickness.of the sheet can also be given.
The models.can be saved in STEP format but SolidWorks.API supports other formats.as well.
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Accuracy of the generated 3D models
The models produced.by the API have a good approximate.accuracy (see Figure 2.38),
which can be improved by.the increase of sides.

Figure 2.38: Approximation error (in %) of the cross section as a function of sides

Results of the CAD API model building
The CAD API uses.the ‗loft‘ command (one of the 3D.feature commands in
SolidWorks) to build the.models. On the left-hand side.in Figure 2.39 a predefined
parameterised model can.be found with a circular ‗generatrix‘ created.with the ‗revolve‘
feature command and on.the right-hand side the same model is shown.with the discussed
approximation. The sides.for the approximation are also.visualised.
Applying a forming tool.path generation on a regular model.(left-hand side of Figure
2.39)

processed

with

the.CATIA

CAM

post-processor

for.surface

milling

using

Z-level the positions of the.tool centre points are showing a high degree.of irregularity (see
Figure 2.40).

Applying the same.forming tool path generation on a model created.with the CAD API
(right-hand side of Figure 2.39) the.positions of the tool centre points are.showing an increased
degree of.regularity (see Figure 2.41).
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Figure 2.39: Model building result without and with approximation

Figure 2.40: Result of the forming tool path generation on a regular model

Figure 2.41: Result of the forming tool path generation on a model created with the CAD API
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2.2.10 Conclusion of the subchapter
A novel Two Sided Incremental.Sheet Forming (TSISF) system.was presented which can be
described as a cost efficient.fully kinematic ISF solution. Motion.and Finite Element Method
simulations proved that the.proposed TSISF concept with a C-frame.is suitable for creating
concave and convex shapes.without the release of the sheet. The.presented tool path
calculation approach showed.that the eccentric mounting of the.upper tool allows the
realisation of an optimal contact.position in TSISF, however the.eccentricity have to be
adjusted in case of different.drawing angles. [PP-Paniti2012], [PJ-Paniti2014b]
Forming experiments were.evaluated by optical strain measurement.focusing mainly on the
deformation state and on.the thickness variation [PJ-Tisza2010].
Furthermore, a CAD.Application Programming Interface to.overcome some problems
of a commercial post-processor.was introduced. The main objective.was to create a CAD
application that is able to.create parameterised models (with.approximation) in order to
eliminate the errors of tool path.generation and to improve the degree of.regularity of the tool
centre point positions. The test.showed significant changes in the tool.centre point positions.
[PJ-Paniti2010]
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3 Sheet thinning in Incremental Sheet Forming
As already mentioned, the.optimisation of the tool.path [Attanasio2006], [Attanasio2008],
[Rauch2009] is very important and.in all cases the.thinning [VanBael2005] of the sheet must
be.considered.
One goal of this research.and development work was to determine.geometric parameters of a
Rare Earth magnet using.FEM simulations and some optimisation.possibilities. This magnet
could be a part of a Hall-effect.sensor based sheet thickness measurement.device integrated
into a forming.tool.
In the first part of this chapter.we are focusing on the direct sheet.thickness measurement
possibilities in SPIF. The.material and geometry selection of the.forming tool is partially
based on previous.works [Camacho2009], [Ziran2010] in this.field.

3.1 Indirect and direct sheet thickness measurements in ISF
The experimental.investigations of Van Bael et al. [VanBael2005] and.Aerens et al.
[Aerens2010] showed that the.steady-state value of the axial reaction force.during the SPIF
process is proportional to the.wall angle and to the resulting wall.thickness. Furthermore in
2006, Ambrogio et.al. [Ambrogio2006] claimed that the punch force.trend is suitable as a
"spy variable" of approaching.material failure in the case of.excessive sheet thinning.
Force measurements in ISF are.usually carried out using a.three-component piezoelectric
dynamometer [Aerens2010], .[Ambrogio2006], [Filice2006], [Duflou2007b], .[Pohlak2007],
[Petek2009], but there are.some other solutions in SPIF, like the.force sensor design
developed by.Nyahumwa [Nyahumwa1991]. The application of piezo-resistive.or strain
gauged sensor system integrated.in the forming tool [Brunner2008] is a suitable.alternative,
too. This solution is based upon.friction measurement work done with cantilever.beams and
strain gauged Wheatstone.bridges. A similar force measurement principle can.be found in
TPIF with a gauged partial die.using a Poisson gauge.configuration [Jeswiet2005a].
It is worth mentioning that.forming force estimation can be carried out also.from servomotor
torque measurements taking into.account the mechanical equilibrium of.the machine tool
structure used for the ISF.process [Rauch2009].
Optical measurements are also used.to observe the deformation [Hirt2004], the.strains and the
sheet thinning [PJ-Tisza2010] during an.ISF process. For these measurements.a circular or
square grid must be prepared.on the blank. In fact only few.results are dealing with sheet
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thinning and sheet thickness.measurement in ISF, however the.control of sheet thinning
during the forming process is.very important in the process optimisation.and for the industrial
use.

The

previously

approximations

as

mentioned.measurement

opposed

to.direct

sheet

solutions
thickness

can

only.provide

measurements.

indirect

.Commercial

measurement devices can be found on the.market for an accurate.and reliable thickness
measurement on a final product, but only an.on-line measurement is.suitable to provide a base
for an adaptive control of the forming.process.
In 2010, Dejardin et.al. [Dejardin2010] also emphasised that the on-line.monitoring of sheet
thinning is important for the.industrialisation of SPIF and for the process.optimisation. They
introduced a new solution.for in-process thickness measurements based.on the integration of
an ultrasonic thickness.measurement device into a forming tool. Dejardin et.al. reported a
measurement accuracy mean.equal to ± 0.01 mm with proper.repeatability [Dejardin2010].
However, one disadvantage.of this approach - besides the cost of the.ultrasonic precision
thickness gage and the relative.big size (case diameter of 9.65 mm) - is.that the immersion
transducer requires a propagation.media with a specific viscosity. An.accurate measurement
could only be obtained.with a 70% water ratio.
The other disadvantage of this.solution is that the set-up can only be.used in machines which
are able to follow the normal.vector defined by the Tool Centre.Point (TCP) and by the
contact point of the sheet. The.orientation change along the tool path is.indispensable, because
sheet thinning occurs in the.small plastic zone defined.in [Silva2008a].
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3.2 Design of Hall-effect based sheet thickness measurement
device for ISF
3.2.1 Design Requirements
Several design criteria must.be fulfilled in connection with thickness.measurement in
incremental sheet forming. The.measurement has to be non-destructive and.the design must
allow the mounting of the.device on a CNC machine-tool or the mounting.on an industrial
robot.
An integrated ultrasonic.transducer is not the only solution to measure sheet.thickness during
the.process.
Hall-effect sensors can.also be used to measure continuous.displacement and preliminary
experiments showed.that an integrated Hall-effect sensor is.suitable to fulfil the previous
requirements. ―There are.several magnetic configurations that can.provide near-linear flux
density as a function of.mechanical displacement over distances.comparable to the size of the
magnets‖ [Ramsden2006], like.a scheme with two magnets held a.fixed distance apart by a
nonmagnetic yoke with.similar poles facing, but most of these configurations.cannot be used
in ISF for thickness.measurement.

3.2.2 Measurement principle
This measurement is based.on three items: a linear-output Hall-effect.transducer, a small steel
target ball and a magnetic.circuit that provides a magnetic field that.varies monotonically as a
function of.displacement. In this arrangement the magnetic.flux density is inversely
proportional to the sheet.thinning. The output will be significantly.nonlinear with respect to
position, but correction can.be made later, either electronically.or in the software
[Ramsden2006].
It is known that commercial.devices, like Panametrics-NDTTM Magna-Mike 8500.thickness
gage can be used for post.measurements but the integration of this device into a.forming tool
is not possible, because the.equipment is too big and not designed for.sheet forming
processes.
We can find three variants.based on material selection of the.measurement device
components, similar to.Magna-Mike‘s principle, to measure the.thickness of nonferrous
materials in ISF processes, but.only the common type where the.target ball is made of steel
will be discussed in detail in.this chapter, as the other two possibilities.have more complicated
magnetic field.distribution.
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3.2.3 Application of FEM simulation in the development process
A finite element.method with the ANSYS Workbench v11 Software.have been used during
the development.process. It is a suitable method in a design-development.process also for
magnetic parts. With.this method the pre-selection and comparative.observation of inadequate
versions, furthermore.the decrease of development time and reduction.of experiment costs
were.possible.
The selected version's.geometrical parameters were analysed in the.aspect of the magnetic
properties during the.whole development phase. An iterative method.was chosen to pre-filter
and select the most appropriate.variations. The area and the distance.of the two pole faces, the
fillets and the diameter of the.ball were changed. Deterministic.method with discrete values
was applied to analyse the.effect of the changes. Criteria.for the pre-selection were the
distribution of directional.magnetic flux density and of the force.strength between the magnet
and the iron ball. After.pre-filtering geometrical parameters the.suitable design were changed
and the magnetic properties.of the whole assembly were analysed. Total.magnetic flux
density, the normal directional.magnetic flux density at the place of the.sensor, and the
magnetic force between the.instrument and the companion piece (in this.case a sphere) were
analysed. Material properties.and the size of the enclosure were constant.to ensure a correct
comparison.
The size of.enclosure was 20.mm from the bodies in.all cases.

3.2.4 FEM simulations results of the Hall-effect Thickness Measurement
Device
The effect of the.geometry of the part on the total and on the.directional magnetic flux density
was investigated by a.set of initial simulations. Concerning.material selection we know that
Rare Earths magnets.are the most advanced commercialised.permanent magnet materials and
are an optimal choice.also for actuators in a binary proximity.detection system because of
their high field.strength. For these reasons a Neodymium Iron.Boron (Nd-Fe-B) magnet (type
N52) was chosen. In.all simulations the target ball was a.cold-rolled steel ball of 10 mm
diameter.
Preliminary simulations.and experiments showed that a partial.cylindrical geometry applies
enough magnetic.holding force on the target ball to slide with.the magnet on the opposite side
of the sheet. This force.depends on the thickness of the sheet. The adequate.force is definable
from the mass of the.ball (assuming a negligible effect of friction).
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Figure 3.1 shows.the meshed model of the.target ball and the magnet.with.solid (SOLID187
type) elements.

Figure 3.1: Meshed model of the target ball and the magnet.

To guarantee an adequate.magnetic field for accurate measurements a.horseshoe type magnet
was chosen. The Hall-effect.sensor is placed in a 0.7 mm air gap.between the two pole faces.
The total length of the.part (16 mm) was optimised with.parametric simulations. The
optimization criteria at the end.of the magnet were the discretization.of directional magnetic
flux density on the pole.faces.
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Figure 3.2 shows that by a.fixed diameter of 8 mm the suitable length.of the cylindrical part is

also 8 mm. Beyond this.value the directional force (axial to the forming.tool axis) applied on
the target ball does not.increasing significantly. The distance of the ball.and the magnet was
in this.case 1.8 mm.

Figure 3.2: Directional force applied on the target ball as a function of cylindrical part length.

The flat pole face has a.dimension of 4.5 mm  2.6 mm to guarantee.the homogeneity of the
directional magnetic.flux density. Figure 3.3 shows the directional (Y axis) magnetic.flux
density in the air.gap.

Figure 3.3: Directional magnetic flux density (Y axis) in the air gap.
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Figure 3.4 shows the.total magnetic flux density between the target.ball and the magnet, and
Figure 3.5 shows the.total magnetic flux density at the end of the.magnet. The distance of the

ball and the magnet.was in this case 1.8 mm.

Figure 3.4: Total magnetic flux density between the target ball and the magnet.

Figure 3.5: Total magnetic flux density at the end of the magnet.

It is important to have an.exact characteristic for magnetic flux.density B as a function of
sheet thinning. In order to.achieve this goal a calibration curve.has to be defined after the
realisation of the.measurement device.
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Simulations showed.that the applied directional force on.the target ball is inversely
proportional to the.distance (see Figure 3.6).

Figure 3.6: Applied directional force at the ball side on the target ball as a function of distance.

3.2.5 Design of Hall-effect sensor integration into the ISF tool
Because of the high.magnetic field strength a HE144 series.Hall-effect sensor was chosen
with a typical open-circuit.sensitivity of 200 V/(A  T). The typical.open-circuit Hall voltage is
100 mV (when the nominal.supply current is 5 mA and the magnetic.flux density B is 0.1 T).
For the position adjustment.of the Hall-effect sensor a M4 setting.screw with a ball-type
steering swivel is.proposed. The fastening of the Hall-effect sensor.can be realised with two
component glue.
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Figure 3.7 shows.the integrated Hall-effect sensor, the.adjusting mechanic, the magnet and the

forming.tool. The two 2 mm diameter holes are.necessary for the electrical wiring.

Figure 3.7: Adjustable integrated Hall-effect Sensor in the forming tool.

3.2.6 Design and FEM simulation of the ISF tool
A flat end tool was.chosen as a suitable design, because previous.works showed that this
geometry provide better profile accuracy than the hemispherical end.tools, the formability of
the sheet can be.increased in some cases and lower forming forces.are required to shape a part
with flat end tool than.with a hemispherical end.tool [Ziran2010].
Furthermore a forming ring.or disc glued on the end of the forming.tool is proposed to use
with a small radius in.the proposed design as a changeable forming.device. This adjustment
allows different lower radiuses.of a flat end tool by changing only.the forming ring or disc.
In a previous work.of [Duflou2007b] the forming forces of several.SPIF experiments
with a hemispherical end.tool, carried out on a 3-axis CNC vertical milling.machine, were
observed in three directions.corresponding to a Cartesian coordinate system. The.experiments
showed that from these three.force components, Fx, Fy and Fz the Z component.is the
maximum forming force applied.in the surface normal direction (axial direction in.case of the
forming tool) and the other two.components are around one third of the maximum.force.
A 70 mm long conical.design of the proposed forming tool starting with.a diameter of 12 mm
and ending with 20 mm.was chosen to reduce the deformation.acting from the highest
reaction force during the.forming process.
In [Duflou2007b] the authors.combined the force components into.a total force vector and
recorded the force trend of.a 2 mm thick Al 3103-O sheet. The peak.force was 1460 N at a
wall angle.of 70°.
An axial loading force.of 1500 N and a radial loading force of 500 N.applied on the forming
disc is used in the simulation.to validate the design of the forming.tool. The opposite side of
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the forming tool was.fixed. The material of the forming tool and of the.forming disc in the
simulation.was Al alloy 7075-T6.
Figure 3.8 show that the.Directional Deformation in the axial direction.does not exceeds

0.04.mm.

Figure 3.8: Directional Deformation of the forming disc in the axial direction.

This displacement is less.than a simulation result (0.05 mm) mentioned.in [Dejardin2010] and
can be further reduced by.increasing the cone angle of the forming tool.or with a better nonferromagnetic material.selection.

3.2.7 Conclusion of the subchapter
Compared to the immersion.transducer in [Dejardin2010] where at.least 70% water ratio is
needed for an accurate sheet.thickness measurement, a Hall-effect.sensor can be used without
any.lubricant.
A disadvantage of this.Hall-effect sensor based device is that the.measurement is limited to
non-ferromagnetic.materials (like polymers, composites, aluminium, .and titanium) and a
continuous contact.between sheet and forming tool is needed. The.results of a new Hall-effect
sensor based thickness.measurement prototype and the testing of it.in an adaptive control to
make a ―Smart Forming.Tool‖ are presented in the next.subchapter. [PC-Paniti2011]
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3.3

Hall-effect sensor based sheet thickness measurement principle in ISF
with adaptive control algorithm

This subchapter discusses.an approved analytical framework of.SPIF of sheet metals, which is
capable of modelling the.state of stress in the small localised.deformation zone in case of
corners, flat and rotationally.symmetric surfaces. The discussion.focuses on the investigation
of the sheet thickness.prediction in the shell element used in the.framework. Novel solutions
are introduced in terms.of on-line sheet thickness measurement.and an adaptive control
algorithm in SPIF. Results.were experimentally verified for 0.5 mm.thick Al1050 sheets with
variable wall angle.geometry.

3.3.1 Analytical background of SPIF
The analytical model.introduced by Silva et al. [Silva2008a] is based.on membrane analysis
with bi-directional.in-plane contact friction forces to study the.influence of major process
parameters and their.interaction.
This model uses.the following simplifications:
- thickness, meridional.and circumferential stresses assumed.to be principal stresses;
- bending moments.are neglected;
- axial symmetry.is assumed;
- the material is.simplified to be isotropic and rigid-perfectly.plastic;
- the resultant.friction stress which acts at the tool-sheet.contact interface is assumed to
consist of a.meridional and a circumferential in-plane.component.
Silva et al. [Silva2008a] examined.the smear-marks intervention.between the forming tool
and the surface of the sheet.and concluded that the instantaneous.small plastic zone of
rotational symmetric SPIF can.be approximated by a local shell.element CDEF, illustrated in
Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9: Schematic perspective drawing of the shell element [Silva2008a]
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Figure 3.10 shows the.acting stresses of the shell element in a.schematic section view cut by an

axial meridional.plane. Figure 3.10 (a) shows the top; and (b) the.detail view. The normal of
the local shell.element cuts the z-axis at the point O and r2 is.defined as the corresponding
radius. Point Q.represents the centre of curvature on the normal.and r1 is the radius of
curvature of the.local shell element along the meridian.direction [Silva2008a].

Figure 3.10: Acting stresses of the shell element in a schematic section view cut by an axial meridional
plane, with (a): top view, and (b): detail view [Silva2008a]

By resolving the.force equilibrium along the meridional, thickness.and circumferential
direction the following.equations can be.written (see [Silva2008a]):
Along the meridional.direction:

(3.1)
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Along the.thickness direction:

(

)
(3.2)

Along the.circumferential direction:

(

)

(

)

(

)

(3.3)

Furthermore the model.assumes that the flat and rotationally symmetric.surfaces are formed
under plane-strain.conditions,

, and corners are formed under.equal biaxial stretching,

. Under.these conditions, considering the Tresca yield.criterion - which states
that

should be.constant and equal to the flow stress of the.sheet - the distribution of

stresses in the small localised.plastic zones can be obtained from.Equations (3.1), (3.2) and
(3.3) after neglecting.higher order terms and taking into account.geometrical simplifications
[Silva2008b]. Details of these.simplifications with complete derivation.of the equations can
be obtained in [Silva2008a], where.it is demonstrated that friction (µ ≤ 0.1) has.only a minor
influence on the.stresses (under lubricated conditions) and thus can be.neglected.
In the case of flat and.rotationally symmetric surfaces the mean stress can.be written in the
following simplified.form:

(

)

(3.4)

For corners the mean.stress can be written in the following.simplified form:

(

)

(3.5)

In both of the above.mentioned cases the value of the sheet thickness.is based on a raw
estimation, which makes.the model inaccurate. In the following section.a new solution is
given for the determination.of the sheet thickness in the small plastic.zone of the sheet.
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3.3.2 Sheet thinning in SPIF
Silva et al. [Silva2008b] compared.the analytical model described.in the previous section with
FEM simulations and.experiments, and results showed good.qualitative agreement. However,
the thickness of the.sheet is approximately estimated by means of.the sine-law, defined with
equation. (2.1).
In 2004, Young and.Jeswiet [Young2004] analysed radial profiles.of truncated cones with
various wall angles.formed by SPIF. Results showed that sheet.thinning in SPIF does not
always follow the.sine-law; the formula can only be used in case.of low strains and in some
cases the estimation.is higher than in reality.
In.2010, Bambach [Bambach2010] summarised different.versions of the sine-law, e.g.
where the thickness.change is calculated as a function of the area.ratio of the un-deformed and
deformed triangular.or quadrilateral mesh elements, and proposed.a geometrical model of the
kinematics of ISF for.the prediction of membrane strains and.sheet thickness. This model
gives more accurate.results than the sine-law, as it corrects the.sine law in curved areas and
reproduces it on flat.surfaces. However, the model has some.limitations too.
Bambach emphasised.that "due to the fact that material.behaviour and friction are not
included in the model.it will not give accurate results in cases in.which the sheet thickness is
affected by the material.behaviour in reality, e.g. for large wall.angles where necking can
occur or in situations.dominated by friction" [6, p. 1571].
Due to the above.mentioned deficiencies in the prediction of the.sheet thickness in SPIF it is
important to apply.an on-line measurement method as a.supplement.
Based on the on-line.thickness measurement an adaptive control.could be applied to ―delay‖
or even avoid.fracture.
Some stereo vision.systems / 3D scanners are capable of measuring on-line the.surface
strains, so thickness strains can be.estimated, but experimental investigations showed.that
only initial stages can be analysed with one paint.layer [He2007]. The use of a paint
layer.with a pattern is necessary in order to trace the.movements of material points
under.SPIF.
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3.3.3 Novel on-line sheet thickness measurement solutions in SPIF
In 2011, we.introduced a different on-line solution.for in-process thickness
measurements which.can be applied in SPIF [PC-Paniti2011]. The.investigations in FEM
modelling and simulation.gave preliminary results (see chapter 3.2) in.the design phase
regarding the measurement.possibilities, but the flat forming tool.design of the first prototype
limited the orientation.of the tool.
By keeping the.measurement principle, an inverse.set-up allows to measure the
thickness in the small.plastic zone. For the inverse set-up.the forming tool suggestions of
Leszak [Leszak1967] - which.have similarities to a ballpoint.pen - gave a good starting point.
The forming tool in this.case is a bearing ball. To measure.the thickness in SPIF with the
same solution suggested.in the previous subchapter and in [PC-PC-Paniti2011] a.Hall-effect
sensor and a magnet.have to be placed on the other side of the sheet. This.inverse set-up
makes self-adjusting.measurement possible, because the magnet follows.the bearing ball
along the programmed.tool path and the orientation of the set-up is adjusted.according to the
thickness of the sheet.in the small plastic zone.

3.3.4 Calibration of the thickness measurement device
The measurement.set-up consists of three main elements:
1) a steel target.ball (like a G100 CARBON type bearing ball.with 10 mm diameter as
used in the.experiments);
2) a linear-output.Hall-effect transducer (like an AD22151 type.Hall sensor IC from
Analog Devices.in bipolar configuration [AD22151] as used.in the experiments);
3) a permanent.magnet (like an AlNiCo permanent magnet with.10 mm length and 10
mm diameter as.used in the experiments) that provides a.magnetic field.
The magnetic flux density.varies monotonically as a function of.displacement, but the Hall
voltage will be significantly.nonlinear with respect to position. In this.case the magnetic flux
density is inversely.proportional to the sheet thinning. For an.accurate sheet thickness
measurement it is important.to define a calibration curve with discrete data.acquisition. Figure
3.11 and Figure 3.12 show the.calibration device with a micrometre screw.as the carrier tool for

the bearing.ball.
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Figure 3.11: Calibration set-up of the Hall-effect sensor based thickness measurement device with
(a): sheet mounting part, (b): Hall-effect sensor, (c): bent Al sheet, (d): magnet mounting part

Figure 3.12: Calibration set-up of the Hall-effect sensor based thickness measurement device with
(a): magnet, (b): bearing ball, (c): micrometre screw, (d): Al housing, (e): cap

Calibration measurements.were carried out with 3 series (300.measurement points in each
series) using a Motion.Control and Data Acquisition PCI.card [MOTENC] for the A/D
conversion. Every 50 ms.a 16-point moving average was.applied as a low-pass filter.
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It is important to choose an.adequate distance between the Hall-effect.sensor and the magnet,
because a too high value.could interfere with the motion of the.device (see curve "magnetsensor distance: .3 mm" in Figure 3.13), while on the other hand a.too small value could cause
an overflow in the.measurement (see curve "magnet-sensor.distance: 1 mm" in Figure 3.14).

Figure 3.13: Calibration curves with different magnet-sensor distances
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Figure 3.14 shows the.calibration curve up to 1 mm with an adequate.magnet-sensor spacer

glued between the.AlNiCo magnet and the Hall-effect.sensor.

Figure 3.14: Calibration curve of the thickness measurement prototype device

A 6th order polynomial.regression in this case gives the following.equation with a correlation
value.of 0.9999;

(3.6)
In this way we get a fast solution for U(t). However, an analytical model would give better
results, but this was not the focus of my research work. Of course the measurement values of
the calibration curve should be used, instead of the inverse of equation (3.6), to determine the
actual sheet thickness in the small plastic zone.

3.3.5 Proof of concept with adaptive control algorithm
In 2004, Hirt.et al. [Hirt2004] summarised the influence.of the SPIF process
parameters on the final.product and on each other. They concluded.that sheet formability
decreases by increasing.the step depth.
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In 2006, the.experimental investigations of Attanasio et.al. [Attanasio2006] showed
the importance of using.a tool path that has a variable step depth, because.a lower step depth
increases accuracy - but.on the other hand it increases the manufacturing time.too, thus
leading to inefficient.production.
A possible solution could.be the application of an on-line thickness.measurement method,
with a simple adaptive.control algorithm for shape equivalent.forming (as mentioned in
2.1.2), which changes the.step depth to a lower value. To guarantee the.same final shape and
depth of the product as.with the initial step depth, several tool paths.based on the same
geometry but with.different step depths are needed [PC-Paniti2012].
Figure 3.15 shows the.tool path change algorithm with three different.tool paths. In the

experiments only two.tool paths with constant 1 mm and 0.5 mm step.depths were applied
(without a return possibility.to initial step.depth).

Figure 3.15: tool path change algorithm [PJ-Paniti2014c]
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Hussain and.Gao [Hussain2007a] demonstrated that the number of.experiments required to
determine the.forming limit of a sheet can be reduced by using a part.geometry with variable
wall angle. For.this reason and because of the sheet thinning.observations discussed in
Section 3 the experiments.were carried out with a variable wall.angle β, by using the part
geometry.presented in Figure 3.16.

Figure 3.16: Part geometry with variable wall angle (β)

Force measurements.with a JR3 type Multi-axis Force and.Torque sensor are carried out
simultaneously to prove.the applicability of the monitoring.concept by Ambrogio et al.
[Ambrogio2006] on the part.geometry. The force cell was.mounted between the tool holder
and between the flange of.a FANUC S430iF industrial.robot.
In order to measure the sheet.thickness with the Hall-effect sensor.based solution, but without
affecting materials in the.close environment of the sensor, the.clamping frame, the backing
plate and the forming.tool (bearing ball) holder in the set-up need.to be non-ferromagnetic.
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Figure 3.17 shows the.realisation of the previous mentioned.criteria.

Figure 3.17: SPIF set-up with 1: Force cell, 2: bearing ball (forming tool) holder, 3: clamping frame and
4: bearing ball as forming tool

Machine oil was applied as.lubricant on the surface of the sheet to.minimise friction. Figure
3.18 shows the forming.and the measurement set-up from.below.

Figure 3.18: SPIF set-up from below with 1: Hall-effect sensor based thickness measurement device and
2: backing plate
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Figure 3.19 shows a.configuration and measurement method for on-line.sheet thickness
measurement in the.small plastic zone.

Figure 3.19: Hall-effect sensor based thickness measurement configuration and method

Preliminary SPIF.experiments were carried out with 0.5 mm, 0.7 mm.and 0.8 mm thick
Al 1050 sheets and.some experimental investigations were reported.with 0.6 mm thick
sheets.in [PJ-Tisza2010]. Despite the high wall angles.in the part geometry, only those
sheets.with 0.5 mm initial thickness showed fracture in all.cases. For this reason the target of
the.experiments was limited to the Al 1050 sheets with 0.5 mm.initial thickness.
Due to the relative.low magnetic density of the applied AlNiCo magnet the.forming speed had
to be limited.to 9 mm / sec to obtain reliable measurement results. At higher.forming speeds
the magnet could.not follow the forming tool-tip on the other side of the sheet.and fall down.
Figure 3.20 shows.a preliminary test with reaction force components measured.by the Force

cell till.fracture. A clear drop in the z-component (Fz) could be observed at.the time of the
fracture.

Figure 3.20: Reaction force curves with sharp drop-down of the z-component (preliminary test)
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Detailes of reaction force curves at the end of the forming can be seen in Figure 3.21.

Figure 3.21:End of the reaction force curves (preliminary test)

The.result of the forming on the part is shown.by Figure 3.22.

Figure 3.22: Photo of the formed part with circumferential crack propagation (preliminary test)

Hall voltage at 3840 mV was.measured at the fracture point. This corresponds.to a thickness
of 0.11 mm +/- 0.01 mm.
The thickness measurement was carried out after the forming to determine.the critical value at
the fracture.point. Figure 3.23, Figure 3.25 and Figure 3.27 show the.reaction force components
(for the same part geometry) up to the.critical value obtained by the Hall-effect.sensor based
thickness measurement device before.the tool path change.
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Figure 3.23: Reaction force curves without significant change at the critical value (1. test)

The current prototype.size of the Hall-effect sensor based thickness.measurement device and
the backing plate did.not allow the measurements to be made from.the beginning. Results
documented.below (Figure 3.24, Figure 3.26 and Figure 3.28) show.the last 150-200
measurement.points in time at reaching the critical value, where.the forming was stopped. The
embedded photos show where the tool path change was executed for the same part geometry.

Figure 3.24: Output of the Hall-effect sensor in time at reaching the critical value of the deformation and
photo of the formed part with changed tool path and crack propagation (1. test)
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Figure 3.25: Reaction force curves without significant change at the critical value (2. test)

Figure 3.26 shows that.a local thinning occurred with a critical value.at the beginning of the
forming. The process.was stopped according to the algorithm and a.tool path change was
started. The tool path.with 0.5 mm step depth formed the part almost.completely.

Figure 3.26: Output of the Hall-effect sensor in time at reaching the critical value of the deformation and
photo of the formed part with local thinning at the beginning of the forming (2. test)
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Figure 3.27: Reaction force curves without significant change at the critical value (3. test)

Figure 3.28 shows.a ―stabilised thickness area‖ from the 47th second of the forming, like in

[Young2004], without.continuous thinning.

Figure 3.28: Output of the Hall-effect sensor in time at reaching the critical value of the deformation with
a “stabilised thickness area” and photo of the formed part with changed tool path (3. test)
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This thickness measurement.solution is limited to non-ferromagnetic.materials. Mean
measurement accuracy equal to ± 0.03 mm can be reached in case the forming area is free of
affecting materials.

3.3.6 Conclusion of the subchapter
In this subchapter the.importance of an adequate sheet thickness.measurement solution due to
the limitations of.thickness prediction approaches is.discussed.
The presented results.showed that the Hall-effect sensor based thickness.measurement method
for SPIF is applicable for.measuring the thickness in the small plastic.zone of the sheet and
can detect stabilised thickness.areas. The results verified that the solution can.be coupled with
the adaptive control algorithm.presented in [PC-Paniti2012]. Experiments.showed that in the
examined cases the.monitoring of the pre-defined critical value was able.to indicate the need
for a tool path change. Fracture.was delayed by the execution of the.tool path with smaller
step.depth. [PB-Paniti2014], [PJ-Paniti2012]
Comparison measurements with a linear gage sensor can be found in Appendix B: Penetration
tests for sheet thickness measurements.
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4 Heat-assisted Incremental Sheet Forming
4.1 SPIF of thermoplastic polymer sheets with dynamic local
heating
The aim of this chapter is.to study the forming limits and the reaction.forces of SPIF of PVC
sheets by applying local.heating with temperature above the softening.temperature. Some
preliminary results.with PE-HWST sheets are also.documented. The objective of
this.experimental investigation is to determine which.factors influence significantly
the.formability of the sheet, which factors influence the.axial reaction force and in general
to.better understand the interacting effects.
From theoretical point.of view thermoplastic polymers are still.challenging
fundamentals of continuum.mechanics. Material frame indifference requires.the usage of
objective deformation measures.and also objective time derivatives. In both cases.there are
claims that the reason of the failure.of the classical models is due to the inconsistency.of the
classical formulation of the.principle [Matolcsi2006], [Frewer2009], [Fulop2012]. The.yield
criteria and the smooth transition.of elastic and plastic states require the application.of the
recently developed

weakly.nonlocal

(gradient)

theories

[Fleck2001],

[Gurtin2003],

[Aifantis2003]. Finally, a proper.thermodynamic framework may unify and elaborate
the.dissipative heat and related thermal effects, due.to internal friction (rheology), plasticity
and.the weakly nonlocal contributions [Van2009]. Therefore, .the lack of proper
theoretical.background requires a careful experimentation in.order to identify the weight of
the different issues.in the various thermoplastic.materials. In this respect thermal effects
are.crucial.
Nowadays, more.and more processes (like Friction Stir Welding) are.adapted from
metals to polymers. This.is the case with ISF, too. Results.in the literature have
highlighted.that the technology of SPIF of thermoplastic polymer.sheets at room temperature
is.promising for the manufacture of complex polymer.sheet components with high
forming.depths. This work presents some preliminary.investigations on the adaptability of
SPIF with.local dynamic heating to PVC and.high-heat resistant polyethylene (PE-HWST)
sheets.
A novel set-up and.testing method is introduced to locally.heat the thermoplastic
sheets moving a hot air.gun synchronised to the forming.tool (an alternative set-up is
described in Appendix C: Heat-assisted SPIF with two synchronised machines).
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A full factorial design.of twelve experiments with three.replications was performed to
investigate the effects of.parameters on formability. Experimental.results demonstrate that this
type of process is appropriate.to reduce process forces and to increase.formability of PVC and
PE-HWST.sheets.
Franzen et.al. [Franzen2008a] documented first that SPIF.can be used also for
producing parts.made of polyvinylchloride (PVC) sheets at room.temperature. The
investigation was focusing.on the characterisation and evaluation of the.forming limits of the
process as a function of.the major process parameters (initial thickness.of the sheet and
diameter of the forming.tool).
The authors of this first.breakthrough in SPIF of polymers emphasised.that other polymers
and other temperatures.must be considered to fully understand the.potential of SPIF in this
field. Martins et.al. [Martins2009] applied SPIF with uni-directional.circular tool path on five
different thermoplastic.materials at room.temperature;
Polyoxymethylene (POM), .polyethylene (PE), polyamide (PA), .polyvinylchloride (PVC)
and polycarbonate (PC), with.material structures varying from.high-crystalline (POM) to
amorphous (PC), were.investigated in their research.work.
Experiments, carried out on a.CNC milling machine, showed.that POM is not suitable for
SPIF, but PA and PE have.high ductility and are adequate for parts.with wall angles up to 81°
[Martins2009]. PC showed only a slight.change in colour during the SPIF.process, while PVC
showed the lowest springback.values (in contrary to PA which presented the.highest values).
The highest wall angle in case.of PVC was 74°.
Le et al. [Le2008] reported.some preliminary experimental results at.room temperature for the
SPIF of polypropylene (PP). In.their research work Design of.Experiments (DoE) was
performed to investigate the.effects of forming parameters (tool size, .incremental step
size/depth, spindle speed and.feed rate) on the formability of PP sheets.with 3 mm initial
thickness. Silva et al. [Silva2010] introduced.an extension of the.analytical model for SPIF of
metals. The initial work, reported.by Silva et al. [Silva2008b], is based.on membrane analysis
with bi-directional in-plane.contact friction forces to study the.influence of major process
parameters and their.interaction. Their experiments with.SPIF of PVC on a conventional CNC
milling machine.showed similar results to the previously.mentioned experimental
investigations. Conical parts.with increasing wall angle are formed and.maximum wall angles
below 75° are reported in.case of sheets with 2 mm initial.thickness. Observations of Silva et
al. [Silva2010] showed.that ―crack propagates under tensile meridional.stresses acting under
stretching modes of.deformation" and lower initial wall angle increase.the overall.formability.
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Having reviewed the.literature it can be seen that experimental investigations.and studies on
incremental forming for.thermoplastic materials are focusing mainly on the.SPIF of PVC at
room temperature. Preliminary.experiments of Duflou et al. [Duflou2008] on.SPIF of metals
(based on a PTC.Patent [Callebaut2007]) showed that local heating can.increase the
formability and.reduce the reaction forces acting on the forming.tool.
The theory of SPIF is.based on metal plasticity, assuming sharp yield criteria.and sometimes
damage evolution.models [Silva2008a], [Silva2008b]. These conditions.are not only
theoretical, in the.manufacturing method the small plastic zone and the relatively.fast process
speed are due to these.conditions. In case of polymers the plasticity is merged.with rheology
and the influence of.thermal effects is not negligible [Fulop2013]. The main.problems are the
smooth yield criteria.and the large rheological (non-permanent) deformation.zones, both are
highly temperature.sensitive. Therefore the technological adaptation.of SPIF to polymers
requires both.theoretical and experimental.researches.

4.1.1 Experimental investigations
Applied materials in the tests:
Polyvinylchloride.KÖMADUR® (density: ~1.43 g/cm3, softening.temperature: ≥ 72 °C,
deflection.temperature: ~66 °C, modulus: 2500 MPa, tensile.strength: 60.4 MPa, Shore
hardness D: 80) was.supplied by KÖMMERLING (Pirmasens, Germany) in.the form of
extruded sheets. High-heat.resistant polyethylene (PE-HWST) SIMONA® (density: 0.947
g/cm3, crystallite melting.range: 126°C - 130°C, modulus: 900 MPa, tensile.strength: 22 MPa,
Shore hardness D: 64) was.supplied by SIMONA (Kirn, Germany) in the.form of extruded
sheets.
Design model for experiments
Conical part geometry.with variable wall angle is used to reduce the.number of experiments
required to determine.the maximum wall angle. This is a common.method to test the thinning
limits of sheet metals.in SPIF, introduced by Hussain and.Gao [Hussain2007a]. The
maximum wall angle.was obtained from measuring indirectly the.depth of the specimen at
fracture. To reach at.least the forming limits documented by Silva et al. [Silva2010] the.same
initial wall angle (40°) is.applied on the first 3.5 mm of the.part (see Figure 4.1). Forming
experiments at room temperature with other initial wall angles are documented in
[Silva2010].
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Figure 4.1: Half-section view of the conical part geometry

A twisting phenomenon.of conical sheet metal parts, after TPIF with.unidirectional tool path,
has been observed by.Jadhav et al. [Jadhav2003]. The same phenomenon is.documented with
SPIF by Duflou et.al. [Duflou2010]. However, Jadhav et al. [Jadhav2003] claimed.that an
appropriate tool.path selection can overcome this issue. For this reason a.bi-directional tool
path with 0.5 mm incremental.step depth is applied on the contrary to.other experiments with
uni-directional tool.path.
The 3D model of the part.was designed in Dassault Systèmes SolidWorks® 2013, the.tool
path was generated with.SolidCAM® 2012, an integrated CAM program for.SolidWorks®.
Tool set-up and testing method
In the.tests, square (160 mm x 160 mm x 2 mm) PVC and (160 mm x 160 mm.x 5 mm) PEHWST sheets.were used.
The SPIF experiments.were performed with a FANUC S-430iF industrial.robot (with R-J3
controller, 130 Kg.Payload and ±0.5mm repeatability) equipped with a tool.set-up including
the following.components (see Figure 4.2); force and torque sensor.cell, forming tool,
clamping system.and a system to ensure local.heating.
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Figure 4.2. Experimental set-up (a) industrial robot with sensor cell, forming tool,
C-frame and heating system (b) clamping system

An iron steel ball with.15 mm diameter glued into a changeable tool.head was applied as
single point forming.tool. The clamping system comprises the following.components; blank
holder (utilised for.clamping and holding the sheets in position.during the forming) and a
backing plate (which.defines the working area of the forming tool.and supports the sheet).
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The local heating of.the sheets were realised with a hot air station.(AOYUE-852A+ SMDRework-Station).
An integrated temperature.sensor ensured a controlled temperature and controlled air flow
rate. The hot air gun of the.heating system were mounted on the robot.with a C-frame to
ensure continuous synchronised.position with the forming tool on the opposite.site of the
sheet. The C-frame was built with.60x60 type aluminium profiles and with standard.mounting
elements. The distance between.the sheet and the nozzle was 1 mm to ensure the.selected
temperature and local heating.area. Force measurements were carried out with a JR3
type.Multi-axis force and torque.sensor cell (Model: 45E15A-U760-D 1200N120S), JR3's
PCI receiver.card and a data acquisition module.developed in a R&D Project (IST-2002507424). The.Digital Signal Processing (DSP) chip.on the PCI receiver card allowed the
receiver to provide.decoupled and digitally filtered data.at 8 kHz per channel.
Maximum nominal load.values of the cell are the following: lateral.forces (Fx, Fy): 600 N,
axial force (Fz): 1200 N. The JR3.force cell was mounted between the.tool holder and the
flange of the industrial.robot. The control codes for the FANUC R-J3 controller.were created
through two post.processor programs; IRBCAM™ 2012 (Mechatronic.Engineering Ltd.) and
R-J ASCII Program.Translator version 1.18.0a (FANUC Ltd.).
Silicone film was.applied before each forming to ensure a proper lubrication.on the sheet.

4.1.2 Design of Experiments
As described above, the aim.of this chapter is to make a preliminary.investigation of SPIF
with local heating applied to.PVC and PE-HWST sheets. Preliminary.experiments of SPIF
with PE-HWST sheets, .with 5 mm initial thickness utilising heating.are mentioned by.Somló
et al. [PC-Somlo2012]. However, .the article mainly concerned with research of.corsets
making for spinal disorder correction.without systematic DoE. The preliminary effects.of
forming parameters on thermoplastic.materials at room temperature is well documented.in the
previously mentioned articles, therefore.it is expedient to apply here some of the
parameters.which provided the best results. As.mentioned, a 0.5 mm incremental step.depth
and a 15 mm diameter forming tool is utilised in.the experiments. The local heating
from.friction between tool and sheet can.be neglected compared to the heating of the.other
side of the sheet. The air flow rate was.set to 20 L/min. Two parameters (factors)
were.considered in the SPIF experiments with.local heating: Feed rate and nozzle diameter
of.the hot air gun.
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The high level and.the low level factors are the following: 3000 mm/min.and 1000 mm/min
for Feed rate, 8.4 mm.and 4.2 mm for nozzle diameter (Hot Air Rework.Station nozzle type
1130 and 1197). These.factors were chosen on the basis of a preliminary.sensitivity analysis
mentioned.by Le et al. [Le2008] and considering the local contact area.between the tool and
the part of the sheet.introduced by.Silva et al. [Silva2010].
The experiments.in case of PVC sheets were carried.out at 100 °C (above the softening
temperature). A full.factorial design of experiments was prepared.in twelve runs, with three
replications for each.experiment (see Table 4.1).
Table 4.1: Design of Experiments on PVC sheets

Run Order

Nozzle diameter

Feed rate

1

4.2 mm

3000 mm/min

2

4.2 mm

3000 mm/min

3

4.2 mm

3000 mm/min

4

4.2 mm

1000 mm/min

5

4.2 mm

1000 mm/min

6

4.2 mm

1000 mm/min

7

8.4 mm

3000 mm/min

8

8.4 mm

3000 mm/min

9

8.4 mm

3000 mm/min

10

8.4 mm

1000 mm/min

11

8.4 mm

1000 mm/min

12

8.4 mm

1000 mm/min

The proposed experimental.plan did not consider effects of other.temperatures, other shapes,
other sheet thickness and.other type of material. The best factors from.the results were chosen
to make some preliminary.tests with PE-HWST sheets (around its crystallite.melting range).

4.1.3 Results and discussion
In the first case the.maximum forming depth was selected as the.response of experiments. The
maximum wall angle.at fracture was determined by the forming.depth in the CAM program,
provided by the robot.controller. In the second case the maximum.axial reaction force was
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selected as the response of.experiments. A summary of the responses.can be seen in Table
4.2.

Table 4.2: Responses of experiments

Run Order

Max. forming depth

Max. axial reaction force

1

63.5 mm

-1010 N

2

62.5 mm

-928 N

3

63.0 mm

-989 N

4

56.0 mm

-342 N

5

60.5 mm

-637 N

6

58.0 mm

-419 N

7

66.0 mm

-954 N

8

66.0 mm

-988 N

9

66.0 mm

-1013 N

10

63.0 mm

-644 N

11

61.5 mm

-604 N

12

64.5 mm

-759 N

The Analysis of.Variance (ANOVA) to the first case (with correlation.coefficient R2=86.2%
and.adjusted R2adj =81%) is summarised in Table 4.3. It describes the.effects of the factors and
of their.interactions on the maximum forming.depth.
Table 4.3: ANOVA, with max. forming depth as response

Source

Sum of squares

Mean squares

F

Nozzle diameter

46.021

46.021

24.275 0.001

Feed rate

46.021

46.021

24.275 0.001

2-Way Interaction

2.521

2.521

1.330

Error

15.167

1.896

Total

109.729
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P

0.282

From the results in.Table 4.3, it can be seen that the main effects (nozzle.diameter and feed
rate) are both.significant (P-values below 0.05), but the interaction.between them is not
notable. Each of.the two main effects appears to increase the.formability, and used in
combination, their.effects are.additive.
The ANOVA to the.second case (with correlation coefficient R2=89.8% and.adjusted R2adj
=86%) is summarised.in Table 4.4. It describes the effects of the factors.and of their
interactions on the.maximum axial reaction.force.

Table 4.4: ANOVA, with max. axial reaction force as response

Source

Sum of squares

Mean squares F

P

Nozzle dia.

33814.083

33814.083

4.152

0.076

Feed rate

511294.083

511294.083

62.775 <0.0001

2-Way Interaction

28130.083

28130.083

3.454

Error

65158.667

8144.833

Total

638396.917

0.100

From the results in.Table 4.4, it can be seen that only feed rate is significant.for the axial
reaction force reduction, but.the examination of the interaction between nozzle.diameter and
feed rate shows that a.smaller nozzle diameter also contributes to this.effect.
It is important to compare.the previous results with reaction forces.from the experiments at
room temperature. Therefore.tests with conventional SPIF are carried out. In.all cases the feed
rate was set to 3000 mm/min.and the incremental forming ended in a kind.of deep drawing.
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Figure 4.3 shows a manufactured.part at room temperature and the corresponding.results of the

force.measurement.

Figure 4.3: Results of the SPIF experiment at room temperature (a) reaction forces (b) conical part

Axial reaction forces.up to -1309 N are observed. The forming was stopped.at 76° wall angle
(without fracture) to.avoid overloading and failure of the force and torque.sensor cell.
Results in Table 4.2 show, that.local heating can reduce the axial.forming force to a value of 342 N, however in that particular.case the maximum wall angle.was only 75° (with fracture).
The following.figures (Figure 4.4 - Figure 4.7) show the results of.the force measurements of
SPIF with local.heating. One force - time diagram was chosen.in each parameter variation
with the highest axial.reaction force values. Additionally the corresponding.formed part, in
each case, with its failure.mode is also.documented.

Figure 4.4: Result of the Run 1 (a) force diagram, (b) formed part with 77° maximum wall angle.
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Figure 4.5: Result of Run 5 (a) force diagram, (b) formed part with 75° maximum wall angle.

Figure 4.6: Result of Run 9 (a) force diagram, (b) formed part with 78° max. wall angle.

Figure 4.7: Result of Run 12 (a) force diagram, (b) formed part with 76° max. wall angle.
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The best formability.results (max. wall angle mean equal to 78°) were observed.at a feed rate
equal to 3000 mm/min.using a nozzle with 8.4 mm in diameter (Run 7-9). However, .the
lowest axial reaction.forces in average (with a max. wall angle mean.equal to 75°) were
observed at a feed rate.equal to 1000 mm/min using a nozzle with 4.2 mm in.diameter
(Run 4-6).

4.1.4 Applying the best parameters from PVC tests on PE-HWST sheets
By forming a PE-HWST.sheet with 5 mm initial thickness at room.temperature (using the
same forming parameters.as in PVC experiments, but feed rate.set to 3000 mm/min) the
following results could.be obtained (see Figure 4.8).

Figure 4.8: Result of a cold SPIF experiment with a PE-HWST sheet (a) force diagram,
(b) formed part up to 61° wall angle.

The forming of.the PE-HWST sheet was stopped at -1219 N (without.fracture) to avoid
overloading and.failure of the force and torque sensor cell. None of the.parameters were
changed during the.forming, but reaction forces with an increasing.trend are observed in
Figure 4.8 (a) with an.amplitude increase of the axial reaction force at.interval ~90 sec – 150

sec. By applying the.parameters from Run 7-9 (nozzle diameter: 8.4 mm, feed.rate: 3000
mm/min) on the same.sheet at 120°C (local heating), the following result could.be obtained
(Figure 4.9).
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Figure 4.9: Result of the SPIF experiment with local heating at 120°C (a) force diagram,
(b) formed part up to ~78° wall angle.

The long-term (up to 120°C) heat.resistant glue failed its service - what can be seen in Figure
4.9 (a) at ~210.sec. Three additional forming.experiments were executed at 110°C however,

experimental.results of mechanical dynamic.tests, carried out on a Perkin Elmer DMA 7e type
Dynamic.Mechanical Analyser (according.to EN ISO 6721-5) showed that the crystallite
melting range.starts at 120°C. In 1 of 3 cases.the.forming was.completed (see results in Figure
4.10).

Figure 4.10: Result of the SPIF experiment with local heating at 110°C (a) force diagram,
(b) formed part up to 78° wall angle.

A maximum axial.reaction force of -1021 N was monitored. In the.other two tests the forming
was stopped to avoid.overloading and failure of the force and torque.sensor cell. Thickness
reduction to a transparent.foil, and significant springback was observed.at the end of the
forming. The second.phenomenon was the reason for the partial damage of.the part caused by
the pull out of the.forming tool (see Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10).
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4.1.5 Conclusion of the subchapter
Design of Experiments.were developed to understand the effects.of parameters on formability
and reaction forces of.SPIF of PVC sheets by applying local heating.on conical part geometry
with variable wall.angle. The proposed tool set-up and testing method.for the experiments
were successfully.evaluated. A bi-directional tool path with 0.5 mm.incremental step depth
was also successfully.applied to overcome twisting on the overall.part.
These experiments showed.that the nozzle diameter of the hot air gun.and feed rate of the
forming are both significant, .and used in combination, their effects are.increasing formability
of PVC sheets. On the.other hand a lower feed rate and smaller nozzle.diameter contributes to
decrease the maximum axial.reaction force, allowing the application.of machine tools with
lower payload. Experiments.with PE-HWST sheets (5 mm initial thickness) - based.on the
previous mentioned.parameters - showed similar results; a mean value.of 24% increase in the
wall angle by an.average maximum reaction force of -1157 N was.observed compared to
SPIF at room temperature.where the forming had to be.stopped at -1219 N [PJ-Paniti2014a],
[PC-Somlo2012]. 3D measurement results of these parts can be found in [PW-Paniti2014]
and on the enclosed CD. Results of temperature dependent pressing experiments in
connection with residual deformation can be found in ―Appendix D: Pressing experiment of
PE-HWST sheets‖, whlie ―Appendix E: Thermo-graphic measurements with 5 mm thick PEHWST sheets‖ gives detailed information on the temperature distribution of the applied
dynamic local heating in case no incremental forming is utilised.
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5 Conclusions
5.1 Summary of scientific results
I summarise my scientific results in the following 5 points;
On-line sheet thickness measurement method for SPIF of non-ferromagnetic sheets
I have created a method for on-line sheet thickness measurement for SPIF of nonferromagnetic sheets which is based on a Hall sensor.
My SPIF experiments on an Aluminium (AL 1050) sheet with 0.5 mm initial thickness and 1
mm incremental depth on a part with variable wall angle verified my method.
The thickness of the sheet in the small plastic zone can be measured on-line with the proposed
(forming tool - sheet - Hall sensor- magnet) configuration [PC-Paniti2011], [PJ-Paniti2012],
[PB-Paniti2014], [PJ-Paniti2014c], [PC-Paniti2014].
Adaptive tool path control approach for SPIF
I have created an adaptive tool path control approach for SPIF based on pre-calculated tool
paths [PB-Paniti2014], [PJ-Paniti2014c], [PC-Paniti2014]. Result of my SPIF experiments
carried out on an Aluminium (AL 1050) sheet with 0.5 mm initial thickness validated that the
tool path control, based on the combination of pre-calculated tool paths on the same
geometry, for changing tool paths on-line with different incremental depths, is capable to
bypass fracture due to localised thinning up to the sheet‘s forming limit. Experiments were
carried out with on-line thickness measurement of the sheet, but other feedback parameters
could also be realised with the presented approach.
Novel TSISF method and experimental equipment for optimal supporting force/position
As a co-inventor of a granted EU Patent [PP-Paniti2012], I have created competitive solutions
to conventional two robot/machine tool (forming machine) concepts of TSISF, where the
optimal supporting force/position can be realised with one, at least 4-DOF machine and with a
linear actuator equipped mechanical movement copying device. In connection with the
patented TSISF system I have created a tool path calculation approach, which is based on a
force control of the tools and on an eccentric forming tool mounting solution [PB-Paniti2014],
[PJ-Paniti2014b], [PC-Paniti2014].
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Increased forming limit by TSISF forming strategy with local support
I have created a tool path calculation method for TSISF with peripheral support for axissymmetric parts. My TSISF forming experiments with Al 1050 sheets showed that forming
strategy with local support results higher formability than forming strategy with peripheral
support [PJ-Tisza2010], [PJ-Paniti2010], [PJ-Paniti2014b]. Later, Meier et.al. in [Meier2011]
documented independently the same observation with AlMn 99.8 sheets.
Heat-assisted SPIF of thermoplastic polymer sheets
I have developed two experimental set-ups and Design of Experiments to understand the
effects of parameters on formability and reaction forces of Heat-assisted SPIF of PVC and
PE-HWST sheets [PC-Paniti2007], [PC-Nacsa2011]. I have proposed a tool set-up and testing
method for the experiments. I have applied a bi-directional tool path with 0.5 mm incremental
step depth to overcome twisting on the overall part. Heat assisted-SPIF experiments on PVC
showed that the nozzle diameter of the hot air gun and feed rate of the forming are both
significant, and used in combination, their effects are increasing formability of PVC sheets. I
have adopted the parameters of the experiment to the Heat-assisted SPIF of PE-HWST sheets
with 5 mm initial thickness. I have observed a mean value of 24% increase in the wall angle
compared to SPIF at room temperature where the forming had to be stopped at -1219 N.
Furthermore, I have observed that the increasing trend of the axial reaction force in case of
Heat-assisted SPIF of PE-HWST sheets does not exceed 1000 N in the incremental forming
period [PJ-Paniti2014a].
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5.2 Theses
Thesis I:
In case Single Point Incremental Forming (SPIF) is applied on a non-ferromagnetic sheet, the
following configuration and measurement method is suitable to measure on-line the sheet
thickness in the small plastic zone:

This is proved by results of SPIF experiments carried out on aluminium (Al 1050) sheets with
0.5 mm initial thickness and variable wall angle geometry. (In the figure ―B‖ stands for the
magnetic B filed.)
Related publications: [PC-Paniti2011], [PJ-Paniti2012], [PB-Paniti2014], [PJ-Paniti2014c],
[PC-Paniti2014]
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Thesis II:
Single Point Incremental Forming (SPIF) can be realised with the combination of precalculated tool paths on the same geometry. The tool path control, for changing tool paths online with different incremental depths, is capable to bypass fracture due to localised thinning
up to the sheet‘s forming limit. The tool path control is defined with the following block
diagram:

This is proved by results of SPIF experiments carried out on aluminium (Al 1050) sheets with
0.5 mm initial thickness and variable wall angle geometry.
Related publications: [PB-Paniti2014], [PJ-Paniti2014c], [PC-Paniti2014]
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Thesis III:
Opposite to the conventional two robot/machine tool (forming machine) concepts of Two
Sided Incremental Sheet Forming (TSISF), the optimal supporting force/position in the case
of TSISF can be realised with one, at least 4-DOF machine and with a linear actuator
equipped C-frame support, where the optimal supporting force is achieved with the force
control of the tools. The forming tool on the forming machine is eccentric and the force
control is based on one-component force cells mounted on the mentioned devices (forming
machine and linear actuator). Tool path calculation for the simplified TSISF system can be
realised with the following approach:
In case when the eccentric tool (mounted on the forming machine) is acting as forming
tool, while the supporting tool on the linear actuator is force controlled:
1. Calculate generic tool path GTP(X, Y, Z, I, J, K) of the part as in SPIF
(I, J, K values are coordinates of the contact point).

S = F + 2R T + t 
2. Calculate supporting points with

n
n

.

3. Replace Z coordinates in S from GTP for eccentric tool path.
4. Calculate rotational angle γ of the last joint based on the following coordinates:

TCPXF , TCPYF , TCPXS , TCPYS .
5. Solve inverse kinematics problem.
6. Replace the joint position value of the last joint to γ.
In case when the eccentric tool (mounted on the forming machine) is acting as
supporting tool, the Z-coordinate of it is force controlled and the linear actuator is
acting as forming tool:
1. Calculate generic tool path GTP(X, Y, Z, I, J, K) of the part as in SPIF
(I, J, K values are coordinates of the contact point).
2. Recalculate Z for linear actuator, based on starting position of the actuator.

S = F + 2R T + t 
3. Calculate supporting points with

n
n

.

4. Calculate rotational angle γ of the last joint based on the following coordinates:

TCPXF , TCPYF , TCPXS , TCPYS .
5. Solve inverse kinematics problem.
6. Replace the joint position value of the last joint to γ.
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Where
TCPXS 


S = TCPYS  F =
TCPZS 

,

TCPXF 

F
TCPY 
TCPZF 



n X 
n   nY 
 nZ 
and
.

Related publications: [PP-Paniti2012], [PB-Paniti2014], [PJ-Paniti2014b], [PC-Paniti2014]

Thesis IV:
Two Sided Incremental Sheet Forming (TSISF) strategy with local support results higher
formability than TSISF strategy with peripheral support.
Results of TSISF experiments carried out on aluminium (Al 1050) sheets with 0.6 mm initial
thickness are confirming this.
In case of simple axial-symmetric test parts a tool path of TSISF strategy with peripheral
support for the first supporting contour can be realised with the following equation:

F R
TCPX r 

R
S = TCPYF 
r

S
 TCPZ 



(2.3)

S
where TCPZ is calculated only for the first level of the forming, the parameter r is the radius

of the last tool path contour of the forming tool, while R is the radius of the first tool path
contour of the supporting tool.
Related publications: [PJ-Tisza2010], [PJ-Paniti2010], [PJ-Paniti2014b]
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Thesis V:
The increasing value of the axial reaction force of Heat-assisted Single Point Incremental
Forming (Heat-assisted SPIF) with 5 mm thick PE-HWST* sheets does not exceed 1000 N in
the incremental forming period, in case the sheet is heated up to 70°C.
Heat-assisted SPIF of thermoplastic polymers can be carried out with a hot air gun, positioned
coaxial to the opposite side of the sheet with a C-frame. The experimental equipment can be
replaced with two synchronised robots/machine tools where one of them is moving the hot air
gun.

Reaction force measurements of Heat-assisted SPIF experiments (bi-directional, z-level
milling tool path with tool diameter: 15 mm, incremental depth: 0.5 mm, speed: 3000
mm/min, air temperature: 110 °C, air flow rate: 20 L/min, nozzle diameter: 8.4 mm) of 5 mm
thick extruded PE-HWST sheets, carried out with the above geometry are confirming this.
*(PE-HWST density: 0.947 g/cm3, crystallite melting range: 126°C - 130°C, modulus: 900
MPa, tensile strength: 22 MPa, Shore hardness D: 64)
Related publications: [PC-Paniti2007], [PC-Nacsa2011], [PJ-Paniti2014a]
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7 Appendices
7.1 Appendix A: Integration of ISF into cloud manufacturing
Due to the high.customisation potential of ISF, it is therefore necessary.not only to implement
the mechanical.tools and control algorithms needed, but also to enable.easy integration with
product configurations.executed by customers. This chapter.describes how ISF can be
provided as flexible.manufacturing service to production.networks and how it can be
configured by means.of appropriate service.descriptions.
Nowadays, .one of the most promising approaches to.improve the ability to react
quickly to changing.customer‘s demands is the automated or.semi-automated integration of
production networks.at IT level. This is already applied in.business operations, e.g.
exchanging business.documents such as orders and invoices [Hasselbring2001]. .However,
the challenges of flexible, .distributed manufacturing go beyond such operations, as.this form
of information exchange.does not include product and production specific data.such as
designs and required process.parameters. As a result, there is a need to integrate.such
specifications and manufacturing.IT systems into the overall supply chain.management
infrastructure in order to enable.quick reactions to changing product.specifications. A new
concept of cloud manufacturing [Xu2012] introduces.some aspects which.could help to
overcome this issue. The transfer of the.XaaS (Anything-as-a-Service) concept.to the
production domain is one of these ideas, and this.predicts the implementation.of MaaS
(Manufacturing-as-a-Service) based on cloud-computing.concepts which are considered.here.
One precondition for the implementation is the.availability of agile IT systems.which are
capable of supporting the degree of flexibility at.production network level as.well as at
factory, process, equipment and quality management levels.
Today, there is an.active research to develop a marketplace for.virtual manufacturing
services as well as to achieve.the enhanced integration of manufacturing.networks based on
the dynamic interconnection.of multiple factories. For demonstration.purposes "three
industries have been selected.to be the initial application context for the ManuCloud.concepts
and technologies: The.photovoltaic (PV) industry, the organic lighting (organic light.emitting
diodes - OLED) industry.and the automotive supplies industry" [Meier2010]. On.the
automotive side, there are.many possibilities of proving the benefits of this.approach.
However, it is even more.motivating to apply the approaches to a flexible.manufacturing
technique. For.this reason, this subchapter gives an overview of how ISF could be
implemented as.a manufacturing service.
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Providing ISF as Manufacturing Service
Due to the.configurability of the incremental sheet forming process, it.can also be adapted to
customer needs.for small series or even single products. However, information.about the
process options.must be provided, e.g. parameters that are configurable to the.customer and
vice versa, in order.to ensure that customer product configurations can be.fed back to the
manufacturing control.system. Therefore, a common infrastructure and appropriate.interfaces
are.essential.
Such an infrastructure.must be made up of several layers. According to cloud.manufacturing
and manufacturing-as.a-service concepts as shown in Figure 7.1, an architecture.has been
chosen to ensure consistent.and integrated information processing from equipment.level to
customer.interfaces.

Figure 7.1: Manufacturing-as-a-Service (MaaS) infrastructure [PC-Paniti2012]

The basic principle.behind this is that the process tools provide.information about their
capabilities and.configuration options, i.e. the parameters and the events.and commands they
can send and receive.by means of self-descriptions.
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For ISF processes, .such equipment-specific parameters include.the geometry and
material of the forming.tool. These self-descriptions can be used.to create process
descriptions, e.g. by means.of parameter mapping. The descriptions represent.capabilities on a
higher level and again contain.parameters which can be adjusted according to.customer needs,
such as the material and initial.thickness of the sheet. But they can also.include information
about process goals and.constraints as well as quality data and process-related.events and
commands. The extraction of the.process descriptions can take place either.using advanced
factory level IT systems such as.MES (Manufacturing Execution System) or.by means of
interface extensions, which.enable equipment self-descriptions to be extended.through
appropriate process.information.
In order to provide ISF or.other process capabilities as manufacturing.services to production
network environments, process.descriptions need to be mapped so that.the end-customer is
given understandable.information. Therefore, within the cloud connector.interface, parameters
etc. from the process.descriptions are mapped to manufacturing service.descriptions. As well
as general information about.the provider organization, these contain.data regarding costs,
logistics and product.characteristics used to describe the product to be.manufactured, which
are in turn related to.constraints and dependencies. From the ISF.point of view, examples of
these characteristics include.the geometry, thickness and material of the.part to be produced.
As configurability is ensured.by means of providing parameter.ranges, dependency and
validation rules on each.level, i.e. equipment, process, and product/manufacturing.service,
customers can be provided.with the full range of customizing options. Due to the.fact that
service descriptions become.more detailed with each layer (from equipment to.product), this
type of parameter mapping.also ensures that intellectual property is protected.with regard to
process parameters such.step depth and tool.path.
As the descriptions are based.on xml formats, it is even easier to exchange.such information
platforms.independently. During product configuration, a product geometry.specification is
created by the customer.on concretizing certain product configuration.options. As soon as a
real order is placed, this.specification is sent back to the relevant factory.where parameters are
mapped backwards first.to process and then to equipment.level.
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Service parameters and user inputs
Service parameters are.characteristics of a service on the side of the.manufacturer; they can be
defined as aggregated.service parameters and made visible to the.customer. The customer has
to define the required.inputs before ordering a certain.product.
Possible aggregated service parameters
A distinction has to be.made between first order and second.order bottle neck parameters.
These describe the main.capabilities of a service provider.with regard to ISF.
First order bottleneck parameter(s):
Machine type (in.order to automatically define the working area and.payload).
If the machine is.an in-house construction, the working area and payload need.to be defined
manually. For.example, in the robot laboratory of MTA SZTAKI, there is an.old Rieckhoff
type 2.5D milling.machine (see Figure 7.2) with no specification data.concerning its
maximum capacity. The.maximum allowable reaction force in ISF needed to.be calculated
from the motor datasheet, toothed.belt ratio and ball.screw data.

Figure 7.2: Milling machine-based single point incremental forming set-up [PJ-Paniti2014c]

The second order.bottleneck parameter is the dimension of the clamping frame.
Depending on actual.possibilities (scheduling, condition and location of.the machine), the
service provider can.supply smaller units. For example, in the laboratory.there is a FANUC
S430-iF type industrial.robot with a 130 Kg payload and a 2488 mm.horizontal reach, but
only sheets sized.500 mm x 500 mm can be clamped into.it (the clamping frame can be seen
on the right bottom side of Figure 7.3, while the produced parts on the left bottom side).
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Figure 7.3: Set-up for industrial robot-assisted single point incremental forming [PC-Paniti2012]

User inputs
The input parameters.necessary for the ISF service are the CAD file.of the product, the
material and the.thickness of the sheet.
Although there are several.CAD file formats, STL is the most practical.choice because it is
supported by many commercial.3D CAD programs and describes the surface.geometry of a
3D model without.texture, colour or other additional parameters. A web-based platform can
be extended by a Customised Product Advisory System (CPAS) where CAD models can be
uploaded and visually inspected before placing an order for a product. CPAS has mainly been
developed to configure predefined variants of OLED and OPV (Organic-PV) modules but it is
also capable of uploading almost freeform surfaces.
Connection between user inputs and service parameters
The user inputs can be connected with a material database to carry out an automatic search for
possible manufacturers. This pre-filtering is necessary because not all factories possess
machines strong enough for a cold ISF of a certain metal or polymer sheet. The material
database should contain the type of the sheet together with its tensile strength. In.some cases,
these two parameters.are sufficient to predict the maximum force in sheet.metal SPIF. In
[Aerens2010], a simple.linear formula was introduced, which links.the ―reference force‖
(value of the axial.component of the reaction force) with the tensile.strength. The formula was
a result of analytical.force analysis and FEM simulations of SPIF with.only five materials
(AA3003, AA5754, DC01, AISI 304, and 65Cr2) but is a good starting.point for a material
database. The database.can be extended at a later point in time with.more results from
experiments and FEM.simulations [PC-Paniti2012], [PJ-Paniti2014c].
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7.2 Appendix B: Penetration tests for sheet thickness
measurements
Penetration tests have been carried out with a Rieckhoff type 2.5D CNC machine (encoder
resolution 0.0001 mm) to prepare a comparison measurement for the sheet thickness
measurements.

Number of runs:

5

Tool diameter:

10 mm

Penetration depth:

2 mm – 4 mm

Penetration speed:

10 mm/min

Sample size:

0.5 mm x 40 mm x 40 mm.

Sample material:

Al 1050

Hole diameter below the sample: 35 mm

Photos of the measurement set-up with non-ferromagnetic elements (like the clamping frame)
can be seen below.

The specimen was placed between the Hall-effect measurement device and the Tool.
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Repeated thickness (length) measuring with linear gage sensor
Device data:
Mitutoyo SLIM Type Linear Gage
Model: LGB2-0105L
Serial No.: 001183
Gage-tip diameter (contact point): 3 mm
The first step of the validation measurement was the adjustment of the linear gage sensor to
„ZERO‖ using the gage block (see picture below).

To increase the accuracy of the zero setting the adjustment was repeated for 10 times at
different locations on the gage block.
In all cases the minimum thickness was measured by manual positioning of the sample (see
photo below)
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Processing the results (y)
Symbols used in measuring and proposed values:
y

[mm]

expected size (value) of the sheet thickness

H

[mm]

Correction (resulting systematic error)

U

[µm]

extended measurement uncertainty

xa

[mm]

measured value of the sheet thickness

xa

[mm]

arithmetic average of the series of measurements

n

number of measurements in the series (n=5)

dc

[µm]

error of gage block sizes (dc=-0,08 from the certification)

sa

[µm]

standard deviation of the measurement series of the sheet thickness

ua

[µm]

uncertainty of measurements in case of the sheet thickness

uf

[µm]

uncertainty of the linear gage sensor (from certificate: uf=0,1)

um

[µm]

uncertainty of LSB of digital display (Last Significant Bit)



[µm]

quantification uncertainty (=0,1)

k

extension coefficient (k=2)

UH

[mV]

Output (Hall-voltage) of the Thickness measurement device

UH

[mV]

arithmetic average of the series of Hall-voltage measurements

SUH

[mV]

standard deviation of the series of Hall-voltage measurements

The exact form of the measurement result:

y = xa – H U

Arithmetic average of the measured thickness:

1 n
x a =  xa
n a 1

Arithmetic average of the gage block differences measured 10 times on the surface of a 3 mm
ceramic gage block (it was the base for the specimens, because of the limitation of the stage
positioning):

1 n
x e =  xe
n e1
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Correction (resulting systematic error) value and sign is known:

H = ( x e+  dc )

Standard deviation of measuring series in case of the object measurement:



1 n
 xa  xa
n - 1 i1

sa =



2

Uncertainty of the sheet thickness measurement (standard deviation of arithmetic average):
ua = ±

sa
n

Temperature expansion-coefficients are neglected.
Uncertainty of the last digit (LSB) of a digital display (quantification uncertainty):


= 0,000029 mm
12

um=

Resulting uncertainty:

u=±

u a2  u f2  u 2m

Expanded uncertainty for normal distribution if 95% probability is assumed: k = 2
U = k·u
Gage block differences measured 10 times on the surface of a 3 mm ceramic gage block:
Nr.

xe [mm]

1

0,0000

2

0,0014

3

0,0001

4

0,0005

5

0,0001

6

0,0005

7

0,0009

8

0,0001

9

0,0004

10

0,0002

x e:

0,0005

H = ( x e+  dc ) = -0,0004 mm
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Summary of the measurements:
Penetration depth [mm] / Nr.

UH [mV]

xa [mm]

2/1

3799

0.4637

2/2

3800

0.4622

2/3

3800

0.4565

2/4

3798

0.4539

2/5

3807

0.4573

U H=3801

x a =0.4587

SUH =3,4

Ua= 0,0018
U=0,0037
y=0,4583±0,0037

Penetration depth [mm] / Nr.

UH [mV]

xa [mm]

3/1

3804

0.4442

3/2

3799

0.4485

3/3

3809

0.4375

3/4

3816

0.4446

3/5

3808

0.4322

U H=3807

x a =0.4414

SUH =6,2

Ua = 0,0029
U=0,0058
y=0,4410±0,0058

Penetration depth [mm] / Nr.

UH [mV]

xa [mm]

4/1

3822

0.4186

4/2

3816

0.4162

4/3

3820

0.4176

4/4

3814

0.415

4/5

3820

0.4154

U H=3819

x a =0.4166

SUH =3,1

Ua = 0,0007
U=0,0014
y=0,4162±0,0014
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7.3 Appendix C: Heat-assisted SPIF with two synchronised
machines
In this appendix part the complex.operation of heat-assisted SPIF is modelled in.a virtual
environment as an abstraction. In the.cyberspace more and more applications give the. feeling
that they can be used as normal.objects. On the other hand in the cyber.space other things
(e.g. abstraction) can exist and.communicate as normal objects. Here a heat-assisted SPIF was
implemented in a.virtual environment, where the cyber objects.were deeply connected with
the real objects. The result.of this virtual cooperation highlights.some cognitive.observation
that is also documented, too.
As mentioned.before, high formability can be obtained in.incremental cold forming of
metals and thermoplastic.materials [Le2008]. Similar to laser applications.the usage of hot air
is a convenient non-contact.method that allows inducing a local heat flux.into the material.
This solution is used to improve.formability and to reduce the reaction.forces.

Experimental environment
A microprocessor.controlled SMD Rework Station, with temperature and.airflow adjustment
possibilities, is used.to apply local heat flux into thermoplastic materials. The.preliminary
experiments

(to

test

the

feasibility)

were

carried

out

with.commercial

PVC

(Polyvinylchloride) .sheets.
Figure 7.4 shows the.experimental environment for heat-assisted SPIF tests, .where warm air
heating equipment (hot.air gun) can synchronously be moved by an.industrial robot
(MITSUBISHI RM 501) with.the ISF tool mounted on small milling.machine.

Figure 7.4: Set-up of the experimental environment [PC-Nacsa2011]
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Both machines have a.new machine controller EMC2 [EMC] that is a.Real-time Open Control
for Machine Tools.and Robots. The controllers together with its.Ubuntu Linux based
operating systems were.set up for both machines. The real time features.of the controller are
solved using real time.patch of the normal Linux operating.system.

ISF in the Virtual Collaboration Arena
The VirCA (Virtual.Collaboration Arena) is a component based, .distributed, interactive
virtual reality manager.system for connecting virtual and real.rooms, displaying and
manipulating the devices.in them, realising collaboration that.way. [Galambos2010]
VirCA handles real, .physicals as well as virtual spaces in order.to realise distributed,
interactive collaboration. To.the virtual space different real rooms.can be connected,
providing the relationship to.the real applications. In this virtual reality.environment, there are
representations of virtual.and real devices as well as static and dynamic.virtual objects, to
which simulation and.animation can be applied. The virtual and real devices can.refresh their
representations.through so-called trackers and can retrieve information from the.virtual room
through virtual.sensors
The novelty of the.VirCA system is on the one hand the component based, distributed.buildup. The single components communicate according to the.RT-Middleware [Ando2005]
standard through.typified ports with each other. So the real and virtual.resources represented
by them can be used.easily for the realisation of the given task. Devices and.services far from
each other can be.connected through the internet; hereby the costs.and time of the
development of the.given application can be reduced. That way, VirCA.provides the
realisation of knowledge.plug'n'play, the boost of the connection between different.researches
and.developments.
The novelty of the VirCA.system is on the other hand the connection.of virtual and real
physical rooms. The user.can see - in real 3D as well - and manipulate the.different, usually
distant devices together, .on a standard surface. With the help of the.virtual objects, the
cooperation of such real.devices far from each other can be tested without the.development of
a simulator, the transport.or purchase of which would be expensive otherwise, so.VirCA is an
efficient test.environment.
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System architecture and interfaces
The current information.system consists of the VirCA environment, itself, the.different
independent objects in the.environment called cyber device and those real objects.that have IT
parts. E.g. milling.machine as it can communicate with other real devices and.with different
cyber devices in.the virtual world.
Figure 7.5 shows the.structure of the system (with connections like in LabVIEW
[LabVIEW]).

All

the

boxes

are

representing.separate

programs.

They

are

all

connected.together based on the Corba naming service (the.upper box on the figure) that
manages.them (gives them identical addresses, checks the.consistency of the interfaces
and.activates/deactivates them.

Figure 7.5: ISF2

system architecture [PC-Nacsa2011]

The bottom box.represents the VirCA that has connection with four.different cyber devices
using ICE interface [ICE2011] (four.different boxes in the figure). They.are the following:
two manufacturing.machines (the milling machine and the robot), the.cyber device
representing the.part (isfplate.cd) that is manufactured by the two machines.and finally the
cyber device.of the isf2.cd process itself. They send visual data to the VirCA and.get the
commands of the.VirCA user.
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The other two boxes.without direct VirCA connections represent the network.interface units
that couple the two.physical machine controllers to the.system.
When these application.specific programs want to exchange data with.each other and not
with the VirCA, they are.using the different ports of the RT-Middleware.communication. The
nature of the pieces of.communication assigns whether data and service ports.are used for a
certain information.sharing. As both machine controllers.are based on EMC in the
experimental.environment a common solution had to be developed.to couple the controllers
into the.VirCA. As EMC2 has some complex, but poor documented.key elements, mainly the
real time Linux.patch, called RTAI [RTAI], so in this case it was.decided not to modify the
source files of.the controllers.
The telnet based.emcrsh [emcrsh] was chosen to provide a network.interface to the EMC
controller. In.the emc.rtc program the RT Middleware interface is using.a gateway towards
the EMC telnet.commands. (Figure 7.6)

Figure 7.6. Coupling EMC controller into the RT Middleware environment [PC-Nacsa2011]

The synchronised.movement of the robot with the milling machine is realised.through VirCA.
Popular.3D modeller programs, like Google Skecthup. [GSU2011], Autodesk 3ds Max,
Autodesk Maya, .Blender, Solid Works, etc. offer a several features.with which we can create
detailed and.accurate models. The 3D environment of ISF2 for.VirCA has been created and
finalised in.Google Sketchup 8. Some of the original 3D visual.components have been created
in other.graphic modeller programs (e.g. SolidWorks, Solid Edge) using.different file formats
(e.g. .IGES) that.have been imported to Google Sketchup. In some.cases Autodesk 3ds Max
has been used.for transforming original files to 3DS format that has.been imported to Google
Sketchup, .too.
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Figure 7.7

shows the.heat-assisted SPIF process in the virtual.environment.

Figure 7.7: Incremental sheet forming in VirCA [PC-Nacsa2011]

Operation of the system
Currently a special.web based tool (Figure 7.8) supports the connection.of the different
programs with the.proper interfaces and it activates the whole system.

Figure 7.8. Connection of the ISF2 programs [PC-Nacsa2011]
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After the activation.the machines and the frame will appear on the previously.empty table and
the system is ready.for the collaboration. It also means that there is living.connection between
the real machine.controllers and their cyber.devices.
The user can.select both machines and the ISF process, and give them.commands. To reach
the process itself, the.frame between the machines are used. Somehow it.incarnates the
process itself even it is.a passive object. So the user can learn naturally that.the commands to
the frame mean the.commands to the ISF process. If the user want an ISF.production, then
first he or she chooses.what part to produce, then setups the process and.finally starts it. The
commands passed only.to the robot or to the milling machine will not.result ISF production
because they have no.effects to the other machine. The different operation.parameters (e.g. the
temperature of the hot.air, the depth and the speed of the forming) could.be examined using
this VirCA based.experimental system.This ISF approach is the first one, where.real industrial
process was introduced.into the above mentioned virtual.environment [PC-Nacsa2011].
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7.4 Appendix D: Pressing experiment of PE-HWST sheets
The goal of this investigation (carried out and documented by the Staff of Department of
Polymer Engineering in the frame of the Project Gerincőr - TECH_08-A1/2-2008-0121) was
to map the temperature – force relationships in the case of the unique steps of incremental
sheet forming answering the question how much force is required to reach a given residual
shape deformation. The work is done with the PE-HWST polymer material, which is used as
basic material for corsets.
Temperature dependence of deformability of the PE-HWST material
Polymer materials which are getting softer under temperature increase can be formed
similarly to metal-sheets, however this forming is temperature dependent and differs from
metal forming possibilities. In the case of polymers the three types of form changes appear at
the same time at the smallest load, and their ratio, and size depend on the load and
temperature. The three types of shape deformation are the elastic, delayed elastic and residual
one.
The temperature dependence of mechanical properties of polymers is demonstrated by
thermo-mechanical curves taken by DMA tests.Figure 7.9 shows the thermo-mechanical
curve of PE-HWST taken by DMA measurements.
One of the specialties of mechanical behavior of polymers depending on temperature, is that
due to the material‘s structure the transformations caused by temperature do not occur on
given temperatures, but in temperature ranges. The loss modulus (blue curve) in DMA test
curve sudden drop around -110 °C well demonstrates the glass transition temperature range
(Tg). This material has good mechanical properties (flexibility and shock resistance) almost
until -110 °C. Around +120 °C the sudden steep drop of the storage modulus (green curve)
and the sudden steep increase of the mechanical loss factor (Tan Delta, brown curve) show
the crystal melting temperature range (Tm).
The tested material can be used in the range Tg ~-110 °C to Tm ~ +120 °C, however its
properties are not steady. The curve of the storage modulus (which corresponds to the
elasticity modulus used in statics design) shows that by increasing the temperature the
mechanical properties of the material are getting worse.
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Figure 7.9. DMA curve of the PE-HWST material

The partially crystallic thermo-softening polymer materials, as PE-HWST, can be formed
with plasticity in three temperature ranges. The typical polymer-like forming takes place at a
temperature above Tm, and in the range around Tm in the so called thermo-elastic status. The
recent forming technology of corsets is the second case, when the polymer is heated until
thermo-elastic state is still solid, but with a small force large steady deformation can be done,
which can be fixed by appropriate cooling.
There is a third possibility to form in temperatures below Tm, In this case besides the
requested residual deformation a significant measure of elastic and delayed elastic
deformations are expected, and moreover more heat is necessary than for the previous 2 cases.
(delayed elastic deformation means reverse deformation delayed in time). That is why it is
absolutely necessary to measure the relationships of force, temperature and of deformation.
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Principle of ball pressing examination
The universal forming tool of incremental sheet forming is of shape of a sphere. Thus the best
way to measure the relationships among the above given three factors is the ball pressing test,
which is a measurement technique to check the 3D deformation abilities of sheet materials.
The main issues of this test are in Figure 7.10.

Figure 7.10. Principle of ball pressing test

The examined pattern is fixed between two grippers shaped as circle segments, and then the
spherical loading body is pushed against the pattern. During the test the forces (Fg) which
cause the shape deformation will be registered, as functions of the move of the sphere, i.e. as
salience of the examined pattern. The deformation (K) and the force (Fg) to cause the
deformation are registered together.
During the test an increasing part of the pattern is tightened on the sphere moved with steady
speed, deforming it to the shape of a cup. In the plane section of this cup the central angle
(alpha) can be measured. The part of the pattern without contact with the sphere has a shape
of a truncated cone, which has an element of length B (see Figure 7.11). Using the
geometrical properties of this surface, and the values of K, and Fg (pressing force) several
other data can be determined which are characteristic to the solidity and deformation.

Figure 7.11. Cross section of the deformed surface
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Tools, necessary to make the tests as function of the temperature


A computer controlled Zwick-type universal mechanical testing machine



A specific tool to push the sphere, mounted on the mechanical testing machine



A universal temperature box interfaced to the mechanical testing machine

The structure of the ball pressing equipment
The basic data used for the design of the specific pressing equipment is in Table 7.1, while the
structure of the equipment is in Figure 7.12 and in Figure 7.13.
Table 7.1: Main characteristics of the pressing equipment

Diameter of the ball:

2R = 19 mm

The internal diameter of the blank holder:

2R0 = 25 mm

The maximum deformation of sample:

Kmax= 45 mm

Figure 7.12. A textured 3D model of the pressing
equipment

Figure 7.13. 3D exploded view of the equipment
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The equipment can be fixed to one of the grippers of the machine by means of the brown
frame. The pattern to be tested is directly fixed by means of the grey part. The pattern should
be fixed between two circular rings, and then the manual wheel is used to push it down. The
surface of the fixing rings is wavy to provide the safe fixing of the pattern. The spherical
loading body is at the end of a peg. The peg with spherical ending can freely move in the path
inside the grey frame. During a test the other gripper of the ripping machine pushes the ball
through the peg against the pattern.

The test procedure
During the test preparation first the temperature chamber is connected to the machine, and
then the ball pressing equipment is connected to the grippers of the machine (Figure 7.14).
The 55mm x 55 mm size samples made from 5 mm thick PE-HWST sheet should be fixed
between the rings of the testing machine according to Figure 7.15.

Figure 7.14. The pressing equipment mounted on the mechanical testing machine connected to
temperature chamber
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Figure 7.15. Placing the test pattern into the pressing equipment

The ball pressing test is performed on different temperatures with keeping the maximal
deformations during different time frames.
During the tests we used fixed temperatures and the patterns were loaded until the same
deformation, i.e. until the same salience height. The value of this Kmax was selected to be as
big as the shape change value, which can be applied in incremental sheet forming in one step.
When Kmax was reached the necessary force to reach the deformation was read and reported
(Fmax). After having kept the value of Kmax for the requested time the pattern was unloaded
and was left to rest for 30 seconds. Then a next loading was applied, but only as long as the
ball touched the deformed pattern. We registered the move of the ball at 10 N force, from
which the residual deformation caused by the first load can be defined.
The parameters of the testing:
test temperature
test speed
maximal shape deformation (salience height)
time span of the maximal deformation
measurement of the residual deformation: on the same temperature as for the test,
30 seconds after the-loading.
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Figure 7.16 b-d. show the sample in its state after test.

a) Unloaded sample

b) loaded sample from above

d) loaded sample from below

c) Loaded sample from the side

Figure 7.16. Sample

Figure 7.17 presents two ball pressing test diagrams. The characters of the two diagrams (on
23 °C and on 100 °C) are similar, there is a difference only in the necessary force to produce
the same size of deformation. The force request on 23 °C is almost 4 times higher than in the
case of 100 °C. It completely corresponds to the statements concerning the DMA curve.

Figure 7.17. Pressing test diagrams on 23 °C and on 100 °C
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The necessary maximal pressing forces are in Figure 7.18, while the residual shape
deformation is in Figure 7.19.

Figure 7.18. Maximal pressing force as a function of the temperature

Figure 7.19. Residual deformation in function of the temperature.
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It can be seen in , that the ball pressing force needed to result in shape deformation is
decreasing with the increase of the temperature. At the same time Figure 7.19 shows that the
deformation measured as described earlier decreases only slightly between room temperature
and 70 °C, while above 70 °C the measured residual deformation decreases steeply. For this
reason it was not necessary to make tests between room temperature and 60 °C.
On the one hand the decrease of the needed force was logically expected; on the other hand
the decrease of the residual shape deformation needs explanation. It can be explained taking
into account the specific material structure of polymers, together with their specific
temperature dependence of their mechanical properties. The key of the explanation is in the
temperature dependence of scrambling and of tension-relaxation, and in the elastic, residual
and delayed elastic shape changes. This last one is characteristic only to polymers. The speed
of the two time-dependent effect is increasing as the temperature increases, this way the
decrease of the tension and the transformation of the components to each other is accelerating,
and moreover the deformation- relaxation is accelerating, too, i.e. the reverse change of the
elastic part of the shape change is accelerating.
As there is no possibility to fix the deformation by cooling down the material after every step
of the incremental sheet forming, where it was warmed up, as it is done in several other
technologies, we have to choose a temperature for ISF, when the force needed for the
transformation is not too big any more, and the deformation-relaxation, i.e. the reverse
shaping of the polymer is still not too high.
The tests are done on a temperature around 70 °C, where the requested force for the
transformation is about the half that is needed on room temperature, while the residual shape
deformation decreases only by 20%.
As a conclusion we can state that the suggested temperature for the incremental sheet forming
of the material PE-HWST is 70 °C.
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7.5 Appendix E: Thermo-graphic measurements with 5 mm thick
PE-HWST sheets
Device: testo 875-2

Emissivity: 0,95

Serial No.: 1752823

Refl. Temp. [°C]: 20,0

The device had pixel errors in the middle of the sensor. For this reason the measurements
have been focused next to that area. The dynamic local heating was carried out on a Rieckhoff
type 2.5D CNC machine with a first level projected tool path (first contour level of the hot air
gun) similar to the ISF experiments, but without forming. The hot air gun was mounted on the
CNC machine with a C-frame. Anti-reflective spray and black paper sheets were used to
ensure proper thermo-graphic measurements.
Parameters:
Air temperature: 110 °C
Air flow rate: 20 L/min,
Feed rate: 1000 mm/min
Nozzle diameter : 8.4 mm
Photo of the clamping frame and hot air gun mounted on the CNC machine:
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Photos of the experimental set-ups with thermo camera and video recording device:

Thermo-graphic measurement results of the hot air gun at 100 °C air temperature

Measurement points

Temp. [°C]

Point M1

100,1

Point M2

99,6

Point M3

101,2

Point M4

99,4

Point M5

100,4
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Thermo-graphic measurement results by executing the projected tool path (1/3)

Measurement points

Temp. [°C]

Point M1

35,4

Point M2

50,4

Point M3

42,5

Point M4

53,0

Point M5

54,6

Thermo-graphic measurement results by executing the projected tool path (2/3)

Measurement points

Temp. [°C]

Point M1

46,9

Point M2

35,6

Point M3

43,5

Point M4

50,5

Point M5

60,7
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Thermo-graphic measurement results by executing the projected tool path (3/3)

Measurement points

Temp. [°C]

Point M1

48,9

Point M2

35,6

Point M3

42,0

Point M4

55,4

Point M5

62,3

Thermo-graphic measurement results from heated side (~2 minutes after finishing the
projected tool path)

Measurement points

Temp. [°C]

Point M1

38,3

Point M2

43,3

Point M3

48,0

Point M4

57,1

Point M5

64,8
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Thermo-graphic measurement results from non-heated side after finishing the projected
tool path

Measurement points

Temp. [°C]

Point M1

70,4

Point M2

70,2

Point M3

71,0

Point M4

70,0

Point M5

69,0
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